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Wyclef raps it to Lewiston in the Cage
Noted musician
comes to class, hangs
out with Batesies
after concert
By DAVE BRUSIE
Staff Writer
He came, he saw, he got his freak on.
For a very long time.
Wyclef Jean came to Bates with the fury
that we expected from a storm named Floyd
only a week before, taking an otherwise un¬
eventful weekend and giving the party of the
year. One might have even misplaced the
notion that it was a concert for a while, as
Wyclef and his Refugee All-Stars played bits
of songs and held events such as a “FreakOff” and slow-dance finale. Concertgoers got
their money’s worth in the sense that it cer¬
tainly was an exciting and worthwhile show,
but those who came in search of actual mu¬
sical enlightenment left without a memorable
Wyclef original in their head, only a memo¬
rable sexual position and motivation to
smoke weed. Most importantly, however,
most people left with a smile on their face.
A DJ started the show off, mixing songs
and beats, providingthe perfect introduction
to the concert. And then Wyclef, who had had
a busy day (which included a visit to the Af¬
rican American Popular Music class and a
jam with a band practicing at Olin), settled
onto the Gray Cage stage in a hooded Bates
sweatshirt. Thunderous applause followed,
and the rest, as they say, is a long story.
It’s genuinely hard to begin describingthe
Wyclef Jean concert, considering the many
number of things that happened and the
countless songs (or pieces of which) he
played. It all began, though, with the classic
“No Woman No Cry,” a Bob Marley signature
song that was not only on the Fugees’ The

Wyclef Jean in the Gray Cage
Score album, but was also Wyclef’s
soundcheck before the show. The crowd re¬
sponded accordingly to a recognizable song
and an impressive interpretation, and the
audience’s enthusiasm certainly didn’t wane
after this first song. Wyclef soared through
“Gone Till November,” which ended up last¬
ing about ten minutes because of intermit¬
tent conversations with the audience. The
song sounded triumphant, and his remarks
to the crowd were notable for their wit (“Let
me hear the guys who think Bates has some
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fly honeys! Now let me hear the girls who
don’t give a shit what the guys think!!!”).
After this point in the concert, the audi¬
ence was treated to the college party of a life¬
time. Wyclef was essentially a masterful
master of ceremonies, and one could cer¬
tainly tell that he was interested in his audi¬
ence, which is much more than can be. said
with past Bates performers. (Did the Get¬
away People even know they were in
America?) From his Bates sweatshirt feat to
inserting comments about Bates into his
songs (most notably “No Woman No Cry”),
Wyclef knew exactly what the audience
wanted to hear. Which isn’t to say he was
insincere, it’s only to say he knew his audi¬
ence and wisely chose to treat them as sup¬
porters of his career. Take, for example, his
many references to smoking weed, advocatinghis support for the legalization of the drug
and for smoking it in general. For almost ev¬
ery marijuana recommendation there was
advice on getting a decent education first,
which, from Wyclef, sounded far from an af¬
ter-school special moral. Not only did he talk
to the audience, though, he pulled various

people out of the crowd to party with him,
which included dancing in contests (both
break dancing and “freaking,” much to the
chagrin of the rest of the crowd) and perform¬
ing with him. The latter proved to be an ex¬
perience for a lucky 13-year-old who Wyclef
referred to as “Little Man.” Performer, DJ,
talk show host. Wyclef had a helhof a party.
One could also argue, however, that the
party had a whole lot of music that wasn’t
his, which is a decent bone to pick consider¬
ing the eighteen (twenty-two off-campus)
dollar ticket. Out of all the songs performed,
only a handful were directly affiliated with
Wyclef, which included a few Fugees songs.
The rest were either covers or simply songs
embellished by the band from the turntable.
Which didn’t prove to be a bad concert expe¬
rience, but it softened the concert’s musical
interests. Wyclef Jean is a bit of a paradox
in terms of musical culture- he’s innovative
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Opening RA meeting sparks space allocation debate
By MATTHEW EPSTEIN
Editor in Chief
SKELTON LOUNGE — The Representa¬
tive Assembly held its first meeting' of the
year Monday night with a spirited debate
over the allocation of space in the former
Political Science offices at 45 Campus Av¬
enue.
The RA’s major order of business for the
night was the approval of the Office Space
Allocation Committee’s plan for house, which
has been given to students for the year pend¬
ing a more permanent allocation by the col¬
lege.
After a quick tour of the space, three rep¬
resentatives affiliated with the Dis'cordians,
a club that sponsors a number of gaming
events throughout the year, asked for
changes in the allocation of the house.
The Office Space Allocation Committee
gave the Discordians a closet on the first
floor, however the Discordians felt that they
need more space.

“We need to have an office that can be
locked when we’re done for the night.” said
Trevor Stevenson, a Discordians member

.. Had

the Discordians asked
for office space in the applica¬
tion, there's a decent chance
that they would have gotten
that space."

- Jonah Safris, 02
who is the RA representative for the Bates
Budokan society.
Stevenson, along with Eleanor Lee, rep¬
resentative for the International Club, and
the discordians own representative, Jessie
Withrow, asked for an amendment to the
spacing bill to give them an office on the sec¬

ond floor of the house, in what was supposed
to be space for quiet study.
Forty-five Campus Avenue was given to
students on the condition that some rooms
be available as study space, and the office
space committee set up three former offices
for that purpose.
“After the Library closes at 1 [a.m.],
there’s really no place on the campus to go,”
explained RA Secretary Jonah Safris at the
meeting Monday night.
The proposed change was ruled to be an
unfriendly amendment, since the entire of¬
fice space committee was not available to
consider the idea. Unfriendly amendments
require approval of two-thirds of the mem¬
bers present, according to the RA executive
board.
The Discordians fell short in their attempt
to amend the bill. But since the assembly
adjourned for the week immediately after
rejecting them, the final bill was not passed,
so they can try again at the next meeting on
October 4.

A number of members were apparently
confused over the nature of the Discordians
original application for space.
“Every organization that asked for office
space got office space,” said Safris on Thurs¬
day night. . .Had the Discordians asked for
office space in the application, there’s a de¬
cent chance that they would have gotten that
space.”
High turnout
Turnout for the meeting was as high as
for any RA meeting of the past few years.
Thirty nine members were present, includ¬
ing at-large members from all classes except
for the senior class, as well as off campus
representatives.
“I think that the biggest statement was
that there was competition [for the at-large
spots],” said RA Vice-president Jay
Surdukowski on the success that the RA has
had in attracting new members.

Wake Forest U. petition supports same-sex ceremony
Board of Trustees recommends that Wake Forest Baptist Church not hold ceremony.
By HEATHEB, SEELY
Old Gold and Black (Wake Forest U.)

(U-WIRE) WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. - Wake
Forest University sophomore Anne
Kohlenberger, the chairwoman for Student
Association For Equality anda member of the
Gay-Straight Student Alliance, said she is
frustrated with students' inability to contact
members of the board of trustees. Her frus¬
tration is sparked by the board's recent rec¬
ommendation that the Wake Forest Bap¬
tist Church not hold a same-sex union cer¬
emony.
But Kohlenberger is among a number of
students from four different groups who are
doing something about if.
SAFE, GSSA, Amnesty International and
the Women Initiative for Support and Em¬
powerment have joined together to circulate

a petition to voice
student opposition to the board's decision.
The groups plan to present the petition to
the board when it meets Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
By press time, students had collected 600
to 800 signatures by going door-to-door Sept.
22, Kohlenberger said. Students started cir¬
culating the petition after a meeting of the four
groups Sept. 20, attended by more than 40
people. Mainly students composed the audi¬
ence, but a few faculty and friends of Susan
Parker and Wendy Scott, the couple that re¬
quested a same-sex covenant ceremony, also
attended.
Parker and Scott were featured speakers
at the meeting. Both are members of the Wake
Forest Baptist Church.
Parker, a Divinity School student, detailed
the couple's journey during the past two years
from getting the church's approval to the re¬
cent rejection by the trustees. But both Parker

and Scott said the journey is far from over.
"We'll hangwith it until we get something,"
Parker said.
Parker said that the church's board of dea¬
cons is preparing a response to the trustees'
decision and that the couple and the church
would continue fighting until the issue is re¬
solved.
The couple, students and faculty at the
meeting all voiced a common sentiment that
the issue has become one of discrimination.
"This is about the ability of all students,
all people on campus, to be treated the same,"
Parker said. She said that people who are
gay, lesbian or bisexual do not have the same
rights as other students.
"There is no way the anti-discrimination
statement can stay intact," Parker said. "It’s
gone."
Many students and faculty expressed that
this was not just a gay or lesbian issue or

A pioneering program dedicated to blending the rhythm of Paris
uuith the pace of academic studies ...
The Sarah Lawrence College in Paris program
combines individually crafted programs of
study with total immersion in the academic,
artistic and social life of Paris.
The broad range of options includes enrollment
in the great French institutions of learning,
with access to a full range of courses usually
open only to French students, and small
seminars. The hallmark of the program is
private tutorials with French faculty, focusing
on student interests.
The program is open to students with two years
or more of college French. Apartments are
available in the heart of Paris.
For more information:
Sarah Lawrence College in Paris
1 Mead Way
Bronxville, NewYork10708-5999
(800)873-4752
e-mail:slcaway@mail.slc.edu
Sarah Lawrence also sponsors programs in

Florence. London and Oxford.
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even a minority issue; it is discrimination
against a student.
In fact, the discrimination involved is part
of why Scott said they would continue the
fight.
"Forget us; it’s just the right thing to do,"
she said.
The couple will not be fighting alone.
Aside from the student petition, faculty mem¬
bers present at the meeting said the Faculty
Senate is preparing a petition.
Also, junior Martin Price, the communi¬
cations coordinator for GSSA, said he and
senior Jeremy Bishop, the president of the
organization, are investigating the possibil¬
ity of addressing the trustees this weekend.
Kohlenberger said the groups would wait
to take more direct action until after the
trustees respond to the petition.
’Wendy and I both appreciate so much
what is happening on campus," Parker said.

Quote of the week:
“We’re going into the
Bates game confident that we
can win.”
-found in an Amherst Stu¬
dent newspaper article,
Sept. 22.
“When Thomas Jefferson
wrote that all men are cre¬
ated equal, he apparently
wasn’t referring to the people
that he owned.”
-Martha Beck, Mademoi¬
selle Oct. ‘99
“I think it would be a good
idea.”
-Mahatma Gandhi (18691948), when asked what he
thought of Western civiliza¬
tion
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Schools consider options after
parental notification law passed

U. Mich body update
! By JEREMY STEELE
| The State News (Michigan State U.)
(U-WIRE) EAST LANSING, Mich. - The
| former Michigan State University student
found dead in the basement of South Won¬
ders Hall suffocated after becoming trapped
in an unused cooler unit, law enforcement
! officials said Thursday.
'We're able to state at this time the death
was not a homicide,” said Kathaleen Price,
Ingham County chief assistant prosecutor, at
a news conference Thursday afternoon.
An autopsy was performed Thursday
morning indicating that oxygen deprivation
caused the death, said MSU police Chief
Bruce Benson. No signs of foul play were
found, but officials are still waiting for toxi¬
cology reports, which could indicate if any
alcohol or drugs were in the man's system.
"There were no obvious signs of assault
to the young man's body," he said. "It appears
to be an accidental death situation.”
The body was that of a 23-year-old black
j man who was a student at MSU between
January 1997 and May 1998, Benson said.
A Wonders Hall assistant manager found
the body Wednesday while searching an un¬
used kitchen for the source of a strange odor.
Some students had complained of the odor
for several days.
The kitchen, used as a snack bar about
eight years ago, is now used for storage and
is adjacent to a 24-hour study lounge.
The body was found in a sitting position
along with some personal items, Benson said.
"It appears the young man gained access to
that storage area normally kept locked,"
Benson said. "He may have then climbed into
the cooler and
the door closed after him.”
The refrigerator unit is about 5 feet high,
2.5 feet deep and 3.5 feet wide. The unit's door
latches when closed and cannot be opened
from the inside.
\

By STEPHANIE OLIVA
Daily Pennsylvanian (U. Pennsylvania)
(U-WIRE) PHILADELPHIA - College stu¬
dents have traditionally gone off to school
thinkingtheir days of notes home to parents
or calls from the principal's office are over.
But the recent law passed by Congress
giving universities the ability to make their
own policies regarding parental notification
for alcohol violations has schools across the
country doing just that, and they are decid¬
ing to exercise this new power in a variety
of ways.
Penn's proposed policy of notifying par¬
ents when students are involved in "repeated
or serious” alcohol-related incidents that re¬
quire disciplinary action falls in the middle
of the spectrum of the growing list of poli¬
cies, which range from no notification at all
to automatically notifying parents of the
slightest violation.
The amendment to the Family Education
Rights and Privacy Act in October 1998 clari¬
fied an earlier law by stating explicitly that
universities may notify parents. Formerly,
the law had been interpreted by many
schools as prohibiting them from notifying
parents about alcohol-related incidents.
One of the strictest of all the new notifi¬
cation policies was instituted in 1997 at the
University of Delaware. Implemented even
before the recent legislation, the policy states
that an automatic letter of notification is sent
to the parents of any student under 21 who
is found guilty of violating the school's alco¬
hol regulations.
Additionally, Delaware's "three strikes
and you're out" policy mandates that on the
third violation, students are kicked out of

STUDENT
TRAVEL
Student
aifares
on-line
all the
time.

their residential housing and possibly ex¬
pelled from the university.
According to Tracy Bachman, a research
associate at the Center for Drug and Alcohol
Research at Delaware, on the first violation
students are fined S50, put on probation and
must take a mandatory alcohol education
course in addition to the notification letter.
On the second offense, students receive a
$100 fine, additional counseling and another
letter home to parents.
The policy seems to be successful so far,
Bachman said, as statistics from the dean of
student affairs show that since the policy was
first implemented, first offenses have in¬
creased but repeat offenses have decreased.
The University of Virginia has also be¬
come stricter in notifying parents. Before the
new law was passed, Virginia had notified
parents only in the most severe cases, ac¬
cording to Associate Dean of Students
Shamim Sisson.
That policy has since been expanded. In
a letter sent to parents in August, Virginia
President John Casteen outlined the
university's new policies.
"In the past, our policy has been to ad¬
dress alcohol abuse by working with students
to solve problems," Casteen wrote. "We will
continue this policy, but we also will use the
clarified authority in the new law when the
deans see good reasons to do so.”
Virginia's new policy involves two major
components, Sisson said. Parents automati¬
cally receive written notification if their stu¬
dent is arrested for an alcohol-related inci¬
dent, if the dean's office deems there to be
an ongoing pattern of offenses or if the se¬
verity of an offense requires notification.
In every case, however, the student is first

encouraged to contact his or her parents.
"[Our intent to notify is] done with the full
knowledge of the students and the full in¬
volvement of the student," Sisson said.
Boston University has not changed its
policy at all because it always interpreted
federal regulations to say that they could
notify parents of any violation, according to
BU spokesperson Colin Riley.
"[We have] always called parents and we
will continue to do so," Riley said.
A decision is made to notify parents when
a student is called into the dean of student's
office for a violation of the code of student
responsibility, which includes alcohol, ac¬
cording to Riley.
BU feels an "obligation to keep [parents]
informed" of the behavior of their student,
"particularly when they're all financially re¬
sponsible or dependent," Riley added.
Other schools have less elaborate notifi¬
cation policies and not all changed their ex¬
isting ones in response to the new legisla¬
tion.
Brown University has no automatic noti¬
fication policy specifically for alcohol inci¬
dents, although parental notification can be
part of a penalty after a disciplinary hear¬
ing, a policy that has not changed, accord¬
ing to spokesperson Mark Nickel.
And at Stanford University, officials will
contact parents if they feel the student "is
unwilling or unable to care for himself or
herself' or where "students are exhibiting
extremely poor judgment,” according to the
school's World Wide Web site.
'We've always tried to embrace parents
as part of the student education experience,"
said Troy Gilbert, Stanford's assistant to the
yice provost for student affairs.

STUDY ABROAD
STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY

THE SWEDISH PROGRAM
Study abroad in Stockholm,
Sweden with The Swedish
University. I Instruc¬

i

economics, film.
I Live with a Swedish

example: women's
studies, environmental
policy, psychology,

faTnily or in a university
dormitory. I Program
excursions within Sweden.

COME TO OH INFORMATIONAL MEETING
October 5, 1999

Write for News.

care, nationalism
in Eastern Europe,

are diverse, for

STA TRAVEL

European history, public
policy, politics, health

I Course offerings

statravel.com

Scandinavian literature,

Program at Stockholm
tion is in English.

12 P.M.

3

Skelton Lounge/Chase Hall

If you are unable to attend this meeting, please contact your Study Abroad Advisor or
The Swedish Program, Hamilton College, 198 College Hill Road, Clinton, New York 13323
(315) 737-0123
info@swedishprogram.org
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Philip Morris slithers into Maine mailboxes and hisses at the law
Tobacco sleaze and economic prosperity should convince smokers and nonsmokers to support ME’s smoking ban
By JOHN ZIEGLER
Opinion Writer
Think back for a moment. Think back to
the last time you walked into a restaurant
and the host(ess) asked you “Smoking or
non-smoking?”
If you’re a Bates student who likes to eat
out in Lewiston, chances are you haven’t
heard those words since September 18, when
a new policy went into effect that banned
smoking in all restaurants in the state.
The law, which follows in the tracks of
similar laws other states have passed, is said
to be one of the strongest anti-smoking laws
in the nation. In addition to restaurants, tra¬
ditional smoking havens such as bowling al¬
leys, pool halls, and betting parlors have now
all been declared to be smoke-free institu¬
tions.
The effect this will have on the local
economy is as of yet uncertain, but most
seem to feel that it will have a positive effect.
Lots of people are strongly in favor of the new
law. Many non-smokers who have spent
years getting smoked out of their favorite
places to eat because of inadequate smoke
protection, are rejoicing over the new law.
These citizens are now more likely to go out
to eat, which should inherently increase the
business done by restaurants in the

Lewiston-Auburn area.
Some, though, would argue that this ef¬
fect would be counteracted by the fact that
many smokers will now stay home because
they can smoke to their heart’s desire at
home. However, even if smokers object to
the new law, they aren’t likely to stop going
out to eat. Most smokers will now simply
light up in the parking lot before or after the
meal, which is perfectly legal under the new
law.
Of course, the prospect of increased busi¬
ness is just one thing that has local area res¬
taurants excited. Places of dining like the
Governor’s Restaurant in Lewiston cited lots
of reasons why the new law would be benefi¬
cial to their business. For one thing, cus¬
tomer turnover will be faster. People coming
in aren’t as likely to sit around smoking ciga¬
rette after cigarette while others wait in line
for a table. Also, Governor’s thinks that not
having dirty ashtrays on the tables or ciga¬
rette butts on the ground will make it easier
for them to portray themselves as a clean
place to eat.
Finally, many restaurants that have
wanted to go smoke-free for a long time felt
that they could not because they would lose
their business to the guy down the street.

RiSS UP!

Continued on page 6

Correction
In last week’s Forum article “Sextuplet dorm rooms, $250 tuition,
and lots of men” the subtitle should have read “An increase in
international students at Bates prompts one Vietnamese woman’s
reflection on cultural diversity” rather than “A decrease in international
students at Bates prompts one Vietnamese woman’s reflection on
cultural diversity.”
The Student apologizes for the error.
Jay Surdukowski

BATE S RATES
Football & Wvclef
y

Flowers

Wyclef pumps us up, then football gives us a reason to
get sloshed. We’re partying like it’s 1999.

1

©

_Planting flowers in the pavement at the end of the
parking lot has been such a sucessful
c y fTouehe) Adams
deterrant to those SUV’s! Maybe they should throw
some nails in the potting soil...

©^
A,

Parents’ Weekend

And it’s Coming Out Weekend too.

Nuclear Excavation

So, the Carnegie science-types took their radioactive
waste and buried it near Merrill gymnasium? Sounds
like Revenge of the Nerds.

>r\ Ax
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Spain-Morocco: an infantile affair

Editorial

Spoiled Batesies lacked quality babysitting and cultural education

Parents blinded by dishonesty
Bates College tries hard to portray the wonder of the bobcats during
Parents’ Weekend, while shielding parents’ eyes from thecollege’s reality.
In the college’s eyes, parents are the people who sign the checks. There¬
fore, parents must be blinded from the truth and must be shown a rosy
picture that will placate them as they feel their empty wallets.
This tactic of dishonesty can be seen most apparently in the handling
of Pettengil Hall’s sewage dificulties. The college spent 12.8 million dol¬
lars on a building which has proceeded to ruin the drainage system of at
least three campus buildings. This fact is somewhat embarassing.
Pettengil has suffered sewage backups, and Roger Williams Hall and
Hedge Hall have suffered fire alarms due to excess water flowing over
hot water pipes and causing steam problems.
President Harward and the college has decided to not inform the Bates
community of the Pettengil problem until after Parents’ Weekend. The
president has proven that information can be distributed in a timely and
full fashion with his mass e-mail sent last week which educated faculty
and students about the safely buried radioactive waste and the college’s
plans for excavation.
It is understandable that the college would wait, for practical reasons,
to dig up the area around Pettengil until after Parents’ and Alumni Week¬
end. However, witholding information is rather unconscionable.
It is important for students as well as for the college that Bates main¬
tains the ability to attract applicants and donations. The witholding of
information on the Pettengil question only shows Bates’ lack of faith in
it’s other offerings.
Perhaps quality education and study-abroad opportunities and an en¬
ergetic, friendly student body have lost their influence over parents’ and
students’ view of colleges in our imagistic soceity. Perhaps, Bates as a
college sees its many faults and is attempting to hide the serious issues
from open debate. Perhaps neither of these societal or collegiate con¬
spiracy theories are true, or perhaps it is a mixture of the two.
However, it would be refreshing to witness a college tell the truth about
a mistake that it has made for this honesty would signify that the institu¬
tion has enough confidence in the college as whole in order to accept
criticism, suggestions, and its due embarassment about the error.

To the editor:

thought about this after Simon Delekta ‘02
got food poisoning in Spain. I would like to
It’s unfortunate that Bates students had apologize to Mr. Delekta (he thinks that an
to spend time in a
apology is necessary); he
place with no hot
has been wronged.
water. This is, after
I find it amazing
Letters to the Editor
all, the college rep¬
that neither our director
resented by this
of Multicultural affairs,
newspaper’s “thumbs-down” for the fact that nor Professor Caspi seem to have been able
student rooms would be vacuumed only upon to impress upon these students the cultural
amalgam of West and East that is Morocco.
request. We like our maid-service; that is
Well, at least our friend Mr. Delekta got to
evident here on campus.
But based on the description in the Sep¬ see what “travelling in a third-world coun¬
tember 24 issue of The Stude?it, it’s also ap¬ try” is like. It’s, like, sucky. Especially when
parent that we like our baby-sitters. Even our you have only $450 for nine days. (I didn’t
director of Multicultural affairs (I don’t know spend that much in two weeks).
And that raises another issue: what is the
why “Multicultural” is capitalized; I take my
cue from The Student) seems to have been third world? Perhaps it is where people crap
victimized, or at least troubled, by the hotel in holes. Or else it is a concept lodged into a
situation that she didn’t take the time to re¬ freshman’s head that the director of
search.
Multicultural studies failed to address. If we
It is somewhat of a travesty that “They are going to continue to think of other coun¬
didn’t say anything about a Turkish toilet”
tries as “third-world,” especially after see¬
to Tonya Taylor; we all know how hard it is
ing them, then we will perpetuate the perva¬
sive notion of a cultural hierarchy (with the
to research other countries than our own.
And, for that matter, to realize that in other U.S. At the top) that the idea of “Multicultural
places people defecate in holes, and like it studies” purports to be breaking down.
I have much more to say about this, but
(squatting actually keeps the digestive sys¬
tem in line, thereby preventing blockage); the constraints of The Stude?it’s letter-writ¬
ing policy makes this impossible. Let me fin¬
guess what, they wipe with their left hands.
That’s why it is a social faux pas in Morocco
ish by saying that we are adults: we have the
to shake or eat with one’s left hand. But I’m right to leave a trip we don’t like. None of the
sure that people were too busy arguing in students on this trip were helpless; they just
acted this way, and in doing so have embar¬
public or sticking their heads in plastic bags
(afraid of lice?!?) to notice.
rassed themselves and the Bates community
I spent the second half of March and the In addition, The Student’s editor-in-chief has
first half of April in Morocco this past year,
shown the lack of awareness to this problem
one month in all. I traveled with a friend. We characteristic of Bates and those who rep¬
had no map or guide book; we arrived in the resent us.
port from Spain and used our heads to get
around. After the first time we got food poi¬ Justin Scheck ‘00
soning, we stopped eating rotten food. No one

Moroccan culture inside a five star hotel?
to learn from top professors at the Univer¬
sity of Meknes, and see a part of Morocco
After reading your article in the Septem¬ that does not exist on the standard tour.
We were able to see the sunset from the
ber 24th issue of The Bates Student I felt
compelled to offer a response. During the top of a beautiful building in Meknes, with
1999 short term 19 of us ventured off to Spain the call to worship in the background. We
and Morocco to study Religion and Spanish. were able to attend a banquet at the former
The purpose of the trip was to look at Jews, Prime Minister of Morocco’s home. We were
Christians, and Muslims and how they coex¬ able to see the different land, traveling*
isted for hundreds of years until the Inquisi¬ through desert, mountains, oceans, fields of
tion. It was a study of culture and an appre¬ corn stalks, and forests. We met amazingMoroccan people who only asked us one thing,
ciation of difference throughout this region.
Unfortunately, once we were expected to put to return to the US and tell people about our
experience. They are
into practice this les¬
so proud to be Mo¬
son of cultural ap¬
roccan, and want us
preciation, problems
We were there to to
be their ambassa¬
arose.
dors. They sang and
Many members of
become immersed in
danced for us, and
the Spain and Mo¬
made
us feel wel¬
rocco short term,
their culture, not indulge
come.
both students and
I am using this
professors, forgot
in our own.
forum as an apology
that people are dif¬
and a thank you. Pro¬
ferent and that we
must celebrate diversity instead of trying to fessor Caspi, Baltasar Fra-Molinero, the staff
Westernize it. Whether we are dealing with of the University of Meknes, and the Moroc¬
Spanish, Moroccan, Israeli, or any other cul¬ can people allowed us to experience a part
ture, we should try to explore these differ¬ of the world that so few people are able to
ences and accept people and countries for see. They gave us the world, and instead of
who and what they are. People are interest¬ writing a piece in The Student about how
ing and wonderful because they are not the meaningful the trip was, we are only writing
same. This was an extraordinary experience about the unfortunate circumstances.
The truth is that that part should not
for me because I realized that many of the
tensions and insecurities in the world are matter, and does not matter. What matters
is that we had an experience of a lifetime.
mirrored in the Bates community.
We traveled to Morocco so that we could Thank you all for taking me to a place that
appreciate Morocco. It is impossible to ap¬ does not have a Dunkin Donuts and
preciate Morocco from a five star hotel with McDonald’s on every corner, cell phones, nor
Western toilets. The accommodations most capri pants. Thank you for introducing me
likely would not be written up by New York to people from all classes who taught me
Times as the top places to stay. However, we about true hospitality. Thank you for taking
were there to become immersed in their cul¬ me into one of the only mosques in the world
that is open to non-Muslim individuals.
ture, not indulge in our own.
Thank you for allowing me to see that my
To attempt to assign blame to any one per¬
son is to create a problem that does not ex¬ peers, my professors, with myself included,
ist. The professors tried their hardest to cre¬ need to open our eyes and realize that dif¬
ate an educational, interesting, fun, eye¬ ference is not only acceptable, but should be
opening program. They definitely succeeded celebrated.
in their goal. Thanks to the organization by
Professor Mishael Caspi, the group was able Stacey Berkowitz ‘01
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In travel abroad, tension abounds
“Adults” lacked maturity on Spain-Morocco short term

Philip Morris hisses at ME
Tobacco giant tries convince smokers to subvert Maine law

To the Editor:

acted in a manner that was appropriate in
front of our hosts. They did not always do
After reading the article about the this, and on occasion it was the students who
Spain-Morocco short term, I felt obligated to had to apologize to our humble hosts for the
respond. Participating in this short-term unit way that the “adults” acted.
left me with some un¬
From my point
resolved feelings.
of view, the article ap¬
Letter to the Editor
During this trip I
pearing in last week’s
had some great
Student did not fully
times, making new friends, visiting some of capture the entirety of the trip. What people
the most beautiful places I have ever seen, must understand is that there are 19 differ¬
experiencing a new culture, and learning the ent opinions regarding this trip, and all 19
history and relationships of three wonder¬ are completely different from one another.
fully diverse religions.
The article put bits and pieces of numerous
However, I had
opinions together
these experiences
making it into some¬
when I was away
thing that still did not
The
"adults"
should
have
from the group.
fully explain what
When the group
been mature; they should happened.
came together it
I doubt that any¬
was a different
have acted in a manner one, other than a trip
story. No one could
participant, would be
possibly understand
that was appropriate in able to comprehend
the tension that
our journey. Now that
front of our hosts. I have had a good
filled the room when
everyone on the trip
amount of time to re¬
was in the same set¬
flect on the trip, and
ting, be it a restau¬
bring some closure to
rant, a bus ride, a lecture, or a meeting. It the program, I can see that it was like travel¬
felt as though the walls were closing in; as ing on two trips at once. One filled with ac¬
though I needed to stand up and scream. It complishments, the other with mistakes. I
was one of the most uncomfortable and tense hope that we can learn from our accomplish¬
situations that I have experienced.
ments and our mistakes - and every
The “adults” (I use quotations because paticipant of Spain-Morocco 99 can finally
they did not act like adults) on the trip did have some closure.
nothingbut add to the tension. The “adults”
should have been mature; they should have Simon Delekta ’02

Multicultural director responds
To the Editor:

that some kinds of repetition are more ac¬
ceptable than others.
Mr. Epstein never asked me questions
The article on Spain-Morocco short term
in last week’s paper contained several mis¬ about the circumstance of Prof. Caspi releading statements and more than a few out¬ mainingwith Simon Delekta. Yet he includes
right untruths. 1 will
as fact the statement
that this occurred “To
address the most
Letter to the Editor
avoid having the two of
onerous, time and
them [Brasuell and
space do not allow
me the luxury of more extensive dissection. Caspi] together....Brasuell objected to being
The characterization of recollections of in the company of Caspi.” He also places an
the short term as “Rashoman-like” might be out of context quote from Prof. Nero directly
an apt description had all 21 of the partici¬ after this statement, making it appear to the
pants been interviewed. When I was initially reader that Prof. Nero’s comment is an am¬
contacted by the reporter, I asked if the stu¬ plification of a comment he made earlier. The
statement is untrue
dents had been con¬
and the implication
tacted as I did not
that the original
wish for my perspec¬
Neither the country of statement came
tive to color the story
from Prof. Nero is
from the outset. I
Morocco nor its also untrue.
was told that yes, the
Students ob¬
students had been
people "did" anything jected strenuously
contacted. I asked
to proceeding alone
how many, and was
to me or the students. with Prof. Caspi. So
told four.
strenuously that
Four out of 16 stu¬
some refused to pro¬
dents did not seem to
ceed on the trip at
me to be a compre¬
hensive attempt to get student perspectives all if they were forced to travel with Prof.
and I strongly urged Mr. Epstein to make the Caspi as the sole faculty member. This was
attempt to contact others. I even forwarded the first indication I received that there was
to him the e-mail addresses and phone num¬ such widespread dissatisfaction with the re¬
bers of those students who were on campus lationship between many students and Prof.
but had not been contacted, as well as those Caspi. The discussion between Profs. Caspi
students who were off campus for various and Fra-Molinero on the issue of who would
reasons. Several of these students e-mailed remain with Simon was a private discussion,
Mr. Epstein and received no response from not a public one- contrary to what the article
states.
him.
Mr. Epstein’s point of view in this article
When Mr. Epstein contacted me again on
the day before the story appeared, I again can be summed up, at least for me, by two
asked him if he had contacted additional stu¬ questions he posed during the course of his
dents. His response was that he had now interview with me: “Would you travel again
spoken to a total of six students (less than to a third world country?” and “Should stu¬
half who participated) and felt that this num¬ dents expect to stay in four or five star ho¬
ber was sufficient because “the stories [of tels?”
Let me be clear: Neither the country of
those six] were repetitive.” He assumed the
Morocco nor its people “did” anything to me
comments of the others would be similar.
Of the 16 who participated, 50% were stu¬ or the students. Any country can be experi¬
dents of color. Of the six students inter¬ enced in a negative sense if the experience
viewed, one was a student of color. Percep¬ is planned to achieve such an end. The stu¬
tions of any event are colored by prior expe¬ dents did not expect to stay in four or five
riences, personal knowledge, background, star hotels- as they did not in Spain. But they
culture etc. And perceptions of this event are did have the right to expect reasonably safe,
also influenced by these variables. I suppose clean, and centrally located accommoda¬

Continued from page 4

With the guy down the street also being
smoke-free under the new law, restaurants
don’t have to worry about losing business by
becoming smoke-free.
Stephen Miller, the owner of Governor’s,
pointed out another benefit of the new law
in a Lewiston Sun Journal article. It’s
simple supply and demand. Miller called the
law “great, because our non-smoking tables
would be full and we’d have two or three
tables sitting idle.” Lorraine Dion, owner of
Uncle Moe’s Diner in Sabattus, said that her
fears of losing customers have simply not
materialized. According to Dion, “We haven’t
suffered at all. We’ve had no loss of busi¬
ness.”
A survey taken by Tobacco Free LewistonAuburn, a group that pushed hard for Maine
to adopt this law, showed decisively that the
majority of restaurants in the Twin Cities
area supported the changeover to non-smok¬
ing.
Unfortunately, some people are up in arms
about the new law. Many displaced smokers
are now going to bars and lounges to eat,
because they are protected as areas where
smoking is allowed under the law.
Most restaurants, though, don’t seem to
be upset enough over lost business to go
through the hassle of getting a bar’s license
so their patrons can continue to smoke. As
a matter of fact, out of approximately 6,000
restaurants in Maine, only 20, or .3%, have
requested to change their license to a bar li¬
cense so people can continue to smoke.

However, Bates smokers don’t need to
fret. Since smokingis already illegal at most
places on Bates campus, the law should have
a very minimal effect on Bates smokers. Ba¬
sically, all the new law will do for Bates smok¬
ers is make them have an easier time get¬
ting a table when they go out to eat and help
them avoid cigarette smoke when they don’t
feel like lighting up. And if they ever do feel
like quitting, it will be easier to do without
smelling cigarette smoke at a restaurant and
being tempted to smoke.
Also, smoking is still allowed in all areas
outdoors, so smokers can still grab a smoke
after they’re done eating simply by stepping
outside.
Apparently the group that is angriest
about Maine’s new law, unsurprisingly, is
corrupt tobacco giant Philip Morris. The
cigarette company sent out a letter to all
Maine residents characterizing the statute
as the “most restrictive state public smok¬
ing ban east of California.”
The letter basically tells people places
where exceptions to the law can be found and
to go out and smoke in these places. Some
examples are hotel lobbies and outdoor pa¬
tios and decks.
This letter is an example of a large com¬
pany trying to control people’s actions in
order to sell a product that puts human lives
in danger. It is simply unacceptable, and this
column would encourage all Bates students,
smokers and non-smokers, to not only obey
the new law, but also to protest Philip Morris
and let them know that we don’t want their
deadly product in our restaurants.

Kraft Macaroni and Sleaze
By CHRISTINE HOPKINS
Forum Editor
Philip Morris isn’t just a cigarrette company. This corporation also
controls Kraft food. Philip Morris would like consumers to believe that
its food divisions are insulated from tobacco politics and from a
company which for years purposefully and knowingly sold cancerous
products without notifying the public of the health hazard.
Philadelphia Cream Cheese
Raisin Bran
Miller beer
Starbucks
Shreddies
Maxwell Coffee
Minute Rice
Cool Whip
Shake n’ Bake
Sanka
Grapenuts
Stove Top Stuffing
Cheese Whiz

Philip Morris funnels profits from all the products listed above to the
tobacco agenda and to a new conservative Political Action Campaign.
Last year Kraft CEO Robert Eckert asked his own employees to donate
money to Philip Morris’ Political Action Campaign.

tions, of which there were more than enough,
in each city we visited in Morocco. •
The assumption that students experi¬
enced the “real” Morocco by being housed in
unsanitary, inconveniently located hotels is
a racist notion- this is not how all or most
Moroccans experience daily life.
Students also had the right to ask ques¬
tions, be answered civil, and not to be rushed
willy-nilly form one place to another, regard¬
less of their state of health. I would imagine,
however, that if I were given almost $10,000
($450 times 16 students, $450 times five
adults, you do the math) for local transpor¬
tation, food and activities to take a similar
group to New York, and chose to use the bulk
of the money to pay for “expert” lecturers,
guides and expensive receptions while hous¬
ing the students in skid row hotels, the same
consequences would ensue- with no third
world country in sight.
As to the “investigation” about which

none of the faculty or myself is aware: be¬
fore instituting policy changes regarding
short terms, it might be advisable to speak
with all of the five adults and all of the 16
students who were present, at the same time
and in the same place so that honest conver¬
sation can occur.
Czerny Brasuell
Director of Multicultural Affairs
Editor’s note: Though it was too late idhen
Ms. Brasuell submitted this letter to recon¬
firm with the Dean of the Faculty’s office,
The Student stands by its original asser¬
tion that the Dean is investigating the
Spain-Morocco trip, based on an inter¬
view with Associate Dean of the Faculty
Ann Scott.
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Asking for sanitation and a doctor is not rich-kid whining
Spain-Morocco participant recounts illness, entrapment, and “adult” irresponsibility on the short term from hell
By KATE MCGOWEN
News editor
Matt Epstein’s article on the Spain-Mo¬
rocco trip last week told the story nearly cor¬
rectly, but didn’t describe the scariest parts
with enough attention.
I will use the word “students” for those
who were taking the Spain-Morocco short
term as a course, and “adults” to denote the
professors and administrators, though I feel
as though the word “adult” gives a bit to
much credit.
When I got my financial aid packet for the
trip in the mail, I was ecstatic. The school
paid for $1200 out of $1700. They gave the
same package to everyone, regardless of
need. 1 only had to pay $500 to spend al¬
most three weeks in Europe and Africa.
What a deal! But where did the money go?
It went to expensive lecturers rather than
sanitary accommodations.
Spain was wonderful. We went on excel¬
lent tours and excursions, stayed in clean
but inexpensive hotel accommodations, and
ate most meals on our own with funds pro¬
vided by the school.
The trip turned sour near the bottom of
Spain. It was then that the professors be¬
gan fighting publicly. The first argument that
I saw was when Simon Delekta needed to go
to the hospital. Simon was pretty sick, and
Professor Caspi ignored that fact and
clapped his hands together to motion us all
toward the bus for the five-hour drive to
Algeciras. It turned into an argument about
whether we should hold the trip up or go on
without the student, and whether the student
really needed to go to the hospital or not.
It ended up that Simon caught up with us
a day later in Algeciras, but what bothers me
is that three or four adults were standing
around arguing while someone needed to be
treated. We were told that Brasuell and
Caspi didn’t want to be left together, so Prof.
Caspi stayed with Simon. Later in the trip,
one professor had the audacity to remark
that Simon’s catch-up ride cost quite a bit of
money.
The second fight that I remember oc¬
curred in front of our hosts at a hotel. Pro¬
fessor Caspi and Czerny Brausell were at
each other’s throats. It seemed like facultyadministrator tension, since Prof Caspi even¬
tually yelled while slamming down a pile of
papers, “Fine, then. Why don’t you just do
my job for me. I am finished with this.” Af¬
ter that, neither wanted to be in the company
of the other.
The adults who ran the trip acted very
unprofessionally. They fought many times
in front of us, causing a student to have a

panic attack and several others to burst into
tears at one memorable lunch. There was
so much tension in the room that water just
started falling out of my eyes. I couldn’t be
in the room with all of those people, and I
couldn’t be alone outside. There was no¬
where to go. During this memorable lunch,
several of us asked if we could go back to the
United States.
I asked Professor Caspi if he knew how
to call the United States. He said he did not.
I asked if he would try to find out for me, since

I asked Professor Caspi
if he knew how to call
the United States. He
said he did not. I asked if
he would try to find out
for me, since he was the
only one who spoke
Arabic. He yelled7
don't have time for your
little requests."

he was the only one who spoke Arabic. He
yelled, “I don’t have time for your little re¬
quests.”
Perhaps he knew that we were trying to
get in touch with the Dean of Students to
speak of the problems. In a city in Morocco I
asked Prof. Caspi a question about religion,
which was the class’ subject. He told me very
harshly that he didn’t have time to answer
the little questions of the students. Is that
not what he was there for? Eventually he
said that he was going to leave the trip. He
said this for three days straight, but never
left.
Also, when Prof. Fra-Molinero tried tell
Prof. Caspi that the hotels were unaccept¬
able, Prof. Caspi became very hostile, citing
that since he hadn’t interfered with FraMolinero’s part of the trip (Spain), FraMolinero should not interfere with the Mo¬
rocco trip. This did not allow for a discourse
in which the students’ and adults’ best inter¬
ests were considered.
For those who say that the students on

this trip are spoiled whiners, I feel insulted
by your unfounded opinion. No one except
those in the course could possibly under¬
stand the horror that was this trip. We didn’t
ask to stay in a five-star hotel. We asked to
stay in clean accommodations. We didn’t care
about hot water. We cared about going to
sleep after a 7 a.m. to midnight day of travel¬
ling.
It was not necessary for us to stay in the
places we stayed, with biting bugs in the
beds, feces on the floor, and some bathrooms
that were truly unuseable. (I would have
rather have been outside in the middle of the
quad and peed in front of everyone at Con¬
vocation.) There are public bathrooms that
are that unsanitary in the United States. Can
we let that form the majority of our opinion
about the United States? No. Neither shows
what the culture of Morocco is.
Regardless of any of this, when people on
the trip started to become ill, things should
have changed. We should have been moved
when every person on the trip was sick ex¬
cept for Stacey Berkowitz and one other per¬
son. I hate to sound whiny, and I know I do,
but the adults on the trip should not have
been going shopping or on tours with the
group when there were sick people who
needed assistance back at the hotel.
I asked for a doctor on three different oc¬
casions before I finally got one. The first time
I asked for a doctor was in Marrakesh. I fell
ill in the afternoon. That evening I asked for
a doctor. The professor I spoke with told me
that one would arrive at nine o’clock. The
group and ALL of the adults went to the
former Prime Minister of Morocco’s home for
a party, and left three sick students without
supervision. Each of the students was too
sick to care for another.
The doctor never showed up, and when
the group returned I was worse. I didn’t know
where I was, and was having hallucinations.
I again asked for help. I needed a doctor. I
was told “no.”
In Rabat, after a longbus trip, I was even
more ill. I was a little better in the afternoon,
but got into a screaming match with Profes¬
sor Caspi. I told him that the conditions in
the hotel were unsanitary and that the sheets
were dirty and had bugs in them. 1 also told
him, as did many other students, that we did
not appreciate being herded around like
chattel.
Instead of using words to communicate,
we were clapped at, snapped at, and yelled
at. He told me that if I didn’t like it, I should
go home. Out of frustration of not being able
to speak Arabic in order to get out of the
country, I screamed, “I would if I could, but
there’s no way out! We’re depending on you

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE
Located in a 15th-century
PALAZZO IN THE HEART
of this Renaissance city,
THE PROGRAM OFFERS

Sarah Lawrence College in Florence combines individually
designed programs of study with total immersion in the academic
and social life of Florence.
The broad range of options includes enrollment in the University
of Florence. Students can take classes with some of Florence’s
finest artists and scholars. Hallmarks of the program are private
tutorials and small seminars with distinguished Italian faculty.
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The program is open to students who speak Italian, and to
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For more information:
Sarah Lawrence
College in Florence,
1 Mead Way,
Bronxville, NY 10708-5999
(800) 873-4752,
e-mail: slcasvav@mail.slc.edu

to speak for us, and you’re failing!” Imma¬
ture, yes. But after asking for a doctor and
not receiving one, I was very upset. I went
back to bed for the night.
The next morning I was much worse, and
didn’t get out of bed unless I had to. I vom¬
ited eight times in the first hour that I was
awake, and drank water just so that I could
have something to throw up. The group of
students and adults ate breakfast and went
on a tour of the city, leaving me, Tonya Tay¬
lor, and another sick student to fend for our-

I vomited eight times in
the first hour that I was
awake, and drank water
just so that I could have
something to throw up.
The group of students
and adults ate breakfast
and went on a tour of the
city, leaving me, Tonya
Taylor, and another sick
student to fend for
ourselves.
selves.
By that time I just had a bucket next to
my bed, because I couldn’t get out of it. I tried
to scream for help, but I couldn’t really talk.
I got out of bed and tried to walk down the
hall, but 1 passed out in front of Tonya
Taylor’s door. She came out and tried to get
me back into bed. Then she took out the sheet
of emergency numbers that we had been
given in case there was an emergency. She
went down to the front desk and tried to call
the numbers, but the desk wo 103.11 wouldn’t
let her do it without any money. She didn’t
have any.
It’s a little foggy how she got money, but
in any case, she did, and she tried every
single number on the sheet. They led to noth¬
ing. The emergency sheet only included ways
to contact the professors, but not numbers
for direct contact with a doctor.
It was hours before the group came back,
and when they did, Tonya told them that I
needed a doctor. After a half hour of hem¬
ming and hawing, they called one. While I
waited for the doctor, everyone went down
to lunch, leaving me alone, once again, curled
up on my bed. Stacey Berkowitz came up to
see me, and surprised that there was no one
else there, sat down and stayed with me un¬
til the doctor came. Finally I received the
drugs that I needed, and was a little better.
However, I was sick for the rest of the trip
and, four months later, still have digestive
problems. Perhaps if I had been treated ear¬
lier, I wouldn’t.
One good part of the trip was all of the
beautiful things that we saw. Another good
thingwas the friendships I made on the trip.
Through it all, some of us made some really
strong bonds. I have to say that I appreciate
what the adults were trying to do in plan¬
ning this trip, and I appreciate them taking
on this project. I only wish that it had turned
out a bit better.
Speaking on behalf of only myself, but
with a strong feeling from others who were
on the trip, we’re not complaining because
we’re whiny babies. We’re complaining so
that this sort of thing never happens again
on an academic “study tour.” Please consider
that when you pick apart Matt Epstein’s ar¬
ticle to conclude that we wanted to stay in
five-star hotels and sit on Western toilets.
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Deansmen entertain campus a capella style
Bates’s all-male singing group celebrates its 40th anniversary with two concerts this weekend
By JENNIFER GIBLIN
Features Editor
If you’re in love with the song “Insomniac”
even though you hear it only a few times a
year and have no idea who even wrote it then
you probably 1.) are a female, 2.) have a thing
for tall blond guys who can sing and 3.) are a
huge fan of the Deansmen. Apart from “In¬
somniac,” Bates’s all-male a capella group
has caused many swooning females to be¬
come instant fans of such classic songs as
“Girlfriend” (sung by the limber Omar
Yacoub) and “Fliptop Twister” (featuring
another crowd favorite, Kevin Stroman). But
enjoying the Deansmen perform is hardly
gender specific. For forty years, their con¬
certs have attracted men and women alike.
The group’s catchy songs, together with their
smooth harmonies and spiffy choreography,
have entertained crowds from Lewiston to
London.
The Deansmen recognize the importance
of performance. They choose songs that are
not only popular but diverse. Last year, for
example, Matt Frizzell introduced “She’s
Famous Now” by ska band Reel Big Fish,
while this year the group will be performing
“Candyman” by edgy acoustic band Vertical
Horizon (arranged by Niall Munson and fea¬
turing Deansmen newcomer John Forest).
But even more important than the music is
the dancing.
Chris Staecker, president of the
Deansmen, explained, “I think the perfor¬
mance is more important than the actual
music we’re singing. There’s something
about an a capella show that is more signifi¬
cant than just hearingthe music.” The group
choreographs the songs themselves, adding
moves that Matt said, “just seem to fit. Some¬
body will do something in practice and we’lf

just put it in.”
Among this year’s group, there are no
first-year students. At the Deansmen’s re-
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from the early 90s, soloists whose
songs are still being sung by
today's members.

cent auditions, two sophomores were se¬
lected to join the other twelve members (two
of whom are abroad this semester). With
their solid foundation, the Deansmen are
looking to gain greater musical exposure.
Last spring, they recorded two tracks for
their first CD since 1997 and will likely fin¬
ish the album next year. In addition to their
annual concerts such as the winter Invita¬
tional and the A to Z concert during short
term, publicity director Matt Frizzell would
like the group to sing more on campus. Af¬
ter practicing five days a week for sessions
which last between an hour and a half to two
hours, the Deansmen enjoy displaying their
skills. Said Matt, “I never get tired of going
on stage and singing. It’s a blast.”
The men will also continue to tour colleges
throughout the Northeast. In past years, they
have visited Princeton, Cornell, Tufts, and
Smith. They have also visited high schools including several in Atlanta- where they gave
prospective students a taste of college a
capella. Last April, the Deansmen traveled
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The Deansmen take time out from practice to contemplate their upcoming concerts._Asad Butt photo
to England where they performed for the
Bates Alumni Club. (They also earned a sig¬
nificant amount of money and charmed the
crowds singing in the streets of London.)
Founded in 1959, the Deansmen celebrate
their fortieth anniversary this year. Since
visiting the alumni office last spring, music
director Ryan Baker has been e-mailing a list
of forty-five former Deansmen, encouraging
them to return to campus this weekend. Al¬
though Parents and Alumni Weekend are
combined this year, the Deansmen (and their
sister group the Merrimanders) will nonethe¬
less have their two traditional concerts- one
on Friday night in the Lewiston Middle
School Auditorium (across from J.B.) and the
other Saturday at 10:30 p.m. in Chase Hall

Lounge. About fifteen alumni will definitely
be joining this year’s group on Saturday
night. Many of the alumni are “Deansmen
legends" from the early 90s, soloists whose
songs are still being sung by today’s mem¬
bers. At the end of Saturday night’s concert,
the Deansmen, Merrimanders, and alumni
will perform the final song together.
If you have yet to hear Charlie Granquist’s
(very popular) rendition of “Insomniac,” then
this weekend is your chance to check out the
talented Deansmen. If you’re already famil¬
iar with the a capella group, then you know
that seats at their concerts fill up fast. So
get there early. And bringyour parents. You’ll
probably have as much fun as the perform¬
ers themselves.

Wyclef Concert
Continued from page 1
in that he mixes different genres, yet he can
be considered unoriginal because the songs
he uses are often massively derivative.
(Which can be seen from the handful of cov¬
ers on The Score and his hit “Still Tryin’ to
Stay Alive,” a hit song from his disc that
samples the Bee Gees.) This is where the few
flaws lies with Friday night’s performance,
and they can only be considered flaws if one
wants a concert to be an experience of the
song-applause-song variety. Even Wyclef
knew, and readily admitted, this was not the
case, repeatedly referring to the show as a
“carnival” (a reference to his solo debut CD
of the same name). Friday night’s perfor¬
mance wasn’t a forum for Wyclef Jean’s mu¬
sical compositions, but it was a damn fun
time for all, ranging in feel from social fo¬
rum to kick-ass bar mitzvah.
Also of note is the fine musicianship dis¬
played, both by Wyclef himself and his Refu¬
gee All-Stars. The bassist played with funk
aplenty, and his Stevie Wonder-esque solos
were one of the highlights of the night.
Wyclef, a very underappreciated guitarist,

played with grace and soul, accompanying a
voice that can go from soulful to rowdy with
the snap of the finger.
The crowd itself was the perfect audience
for the needed atmosphere- ready, willing and
able to both get jiggy with it and hold up light¬
ers in mellow celebration. It was also a var¬
ied crowd in terms of age- while the college
students were obviously in attendance, many
middle-school age kids were there, and many
of their parents were too. This, perhaps, is
what is best about the show; it provided a
rare chance for interaction between the col¬
lege and the city in which it is located. And it
wasn’t just interaction, it was partying. It was
hanging out, jumping around, removing su¬
perfluous articles of clothing; and slow-danc¬
ing to “Sexual Healing” in a finale of epic
proportion. It was getting cut short by Keith
Tannenbaum and CHC president Kristen
Massimine because the show had lasted al¬
most three and a half hours. It was blood,
sweat, tears, and House of Pain.'
Wyclef put amazing amounts of energy
into a performance for a mostly white, lib¬
eral arts college that, frankly, would have
been entertained by a few sbngs and a “thank

Wyclef Jean jams with Bates students before Friday’s concert.

y’all for coming out tonight.” He promoted
peace, racial harmony, and education, and

Asad Butt photo

all the while got down with his bad self. The
Gray Cage will never be the same. One hopes.
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8 am - 7 pm

8 am - 4 pm

Tournament

President's House and Garden

Schedule available at Registration.

Alumni Gymnasium & Gray Cage

256 College Street

8 am - 9 pm

9 am

5:30 - 8:30 pm

Classes open to guests

Registration

Olin Arts Center Lobby

Bates Invitational Volleyball

Campus Tour

Leaves from Lindholm House, Campus Avenue

4 - 6 pm

9

President’s Reception for all guests

Reception and Dinner for

Pettengill Hall Donors, Trustees, and Special Guests
Pettengill Hall, Joan Holmes Perry ‘51 Atrium

10 am-1:15 pm

Lunch ($4.75)

Memorial Commons

10-11 am

Dedication of Pettengill Hall

By invitation.

All Celebrate Bates! Weekend guests are cordially invited to attend

1 pm

the dedication of the College’s newest academic building, Pettengill

7:30 pm

Lecture: “A Visit with

Hall, named in honor of Frederick B. “Pat” Pettengill ‘31 and Ursula

in Concert

Robert E. Lee”

P. Pettengill HC ‘31.

Schaeffer Theatre

Pettengill Hall, Room G21

Bates Modern Dance Company

Featuring alumni dancers. Admission to the dance concert is free
Seating is limited and available on a first-

11 am - 1 pm

The Social History of the Civil War.

Meet at the entrance of Pettengill Hall.

come first-served basis with no reservations accepted.

11 am

9 pm

4 - 6 pm

Afro-Cuban Drum Workshop

Benjamin E. Mays Center

Tours of Pettengill Hall

and will not be ticketed.

Historian Michael Fellman presents a guest lecture in History 144,

CampusTour

Leaves from Lindholm House, Campus Avenue

“The Maine Event”

Gray Cage
Bates is proud to present two of Maine’s finest and funniest

Offered by Jessica Baker ‘00 and her father, Brent Baker.
Everyone welcome, experienced drummers are invited to bring

11:15am

their own instruments.

Information Session

humorist Tim Sample. The duo Fusion blends juggling, performance

Carnegie Science Hall, Room 204

art and humor, and the Wicked Good Band provides an “insiders”

“The College Search Process” is an overview of the college

look at life in Maine. There is no admission charge with your

Archives presents “T.G.I.F.” lecture and discussion

admissions process for students’ siblings and friends, or the children

Celebrate Bates! button and seating is available on a first-come,

Muskie Room, 2nd floor of Muskie Archives

of alumni who are starting to think about their own college choices.

firstserved basis with no reservations accepted.

“New Policy Agenda and U.S. Foreign Assistance” as part of the

11:15am-

Buffet Luncheon

10pm- 1 am

ongoing series on foreign policy.

2 pm

Merrill Gymnasium

4:15 pm

The Edmund S. Muskie

College Admissions

entertainers in a showcase performance hosted by Downeast

James Richter, Associate Professor of Political Science, will speak on
Late Night at the Bobcat Den
Chase Hall

Music on the mezzanine by the Port City Jazz Band. Luncheon
4:30-10 pm

Bates Invitational Volleyball

guests will be invited to complete a short survey about Bates. In

10:30 pm

Alumni Concert

T ournament

1999-2000, the College will be conducting an institutional self-

Chase Lounge

Alumni Gymnasium & the Gray Cage

study in preparation for the periodic renewal of its accreditation

Join the Deansmen and the Merimanders (past and present) in an

status with the New England Association of Schools and Colleges.

informal concert.

5-6 pm

Opening Reception for “From

Within: Art of the Spirit”

The survey is voluntary, but your responses are important; they will
be used in the planning to make Bates a better place.

College Chapel

Sunday, October 3, 1999
9:30 am

An exhibition of student and employee art work exploring and

noon

expressing the human spirit in the journey along the continuum of

Lafayette Street Field

Women’s Soccer vs. Tufts

College Chapel

Women's Rugby vs. Colby

Starts at Lane Hall

ultimacy and intimacy. The exhibit will be open Friday and

Ecumenical Sunday Service

10am

Saturday, 9 am to 7 pm, and Sunday 12 noon to 7 pm. Please join

noon

us on Friday at 5 pm for a reception with the artists.

JB Field

7 pm

12:30

Bobcat Road Race

This race around the College’s “three mile loop” is oper; to all
alumni, parents, family members, students, faculty, and staff.

Artist's Lecture

Olin Concert Hall

Field Hockey vs. Tufts

Leahey Field

10 am-noon

Xu Bing will speak about the current exhibit in the Bates College

Tours of Pettengill Hall

Meet at the front entrance of the building.

Museum of Art, his site specific installation, “Calligraphy for the

1:30 pm

People.” A reception with the artist follows the lecture.

Garcelon Field

7:30 pm

2-3:15pm

Football vs. Tufts
10:30am-1pm

Brunch

Available in Commons ($6.25)
Bates Modern Dance

Academic Symposium:

Company in Concert

“Interdisciplinarity and the Social Sciences”

11 am

Schaeffer Theatre

Keynote Address

Bus leaves Chase Hall at 11 am; returns at 3 pm

Featuring alumni dancers. Admission to the dance concert is free

Pettengill Hall, Keck Classroom, Room G52

Judith Marden Bergevin ’66 and Curtis Bohlen, Department of

and will not be ticketed.

Theodore Hershberg, Professor of Public Policy and History at the

Environmental Studies, will host an open house at the new Coastal

come first-served basis with no reservations accepted.

University of Pennsylvania, Chair of the Center for Greater

Center, joined by Ron Joseph of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Philadelphia, will discuss “From Multi-Disciplinary Historical Research

Department. Reservations required. Space may still be available

9 pm

to Applied Knowledge: Reflections on a Three-Decades’ Journey”

Seating is limited and available on a first-

A Capella Concert featuring

Cultured Voices, the Crosstones, the Merimanders,
and the Deansmen
Lewiston Middle School Auditorium

Men’s Rugby vs. UMaine/

2 pm

2:30 pm

located at the intersection of Campus and Central Avenues,

Lafayette Street Field

Men's Soccer vs. Tufts
3 pm

diagonally across from the Muskie Archives. Doors open at 8:30 pm.
Reception for Alumni Parents

Olin Arts Center Lobby

Registration

The College Concert Series presents the Berlin Opera’s leading

and their Students

baritone, George Fortune, and

Alumni House, Campus Avenue

artist-in-residence at Bates, in a program including works by

Hosted by members of the College’s Alumni Council.

Schumann, Brahms, and Strauss. Tickets are $10 for general

3:30 - 5 pm

make reservations by calling 786-6252.

Saturday, October 2, 1999
8 am - 2 pm

Concert

Olin Concert Hall
3-4pm

Chase Hall

Women's Soccer vs. Babson

Lafayette Street Field

with no reservations accepted. The Lewiston Middle school is

Late Night at the Bobcat Den

trip.

Farmington
JB Field

Seating is limited and available on a first-come first-served basis

10 pm - 1 am

(please check at Registration, orcall Judy Bergevin at 786-6078).
In the tradition of the Bates Outing Club, this is a “rain or shine”

3 pm

Admission to this performance is free and will not be ticketed.

Expedition to Morse Mountain

renowned pianist Frank Glazer,

admission and $8 for senior citizens and those under 18. Please
Improv Performance by “Strange

Bedfellows,” the College’s improvisational comedy troupe.
Olin Concert Hall
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It was a'huge weekend at Bates, as the Bobcats stormed through the Lord Jeffs of Ahmerst on Saturday (above), and Wyclef came spoke to a class before
his concert on Friday night (below). So we figured we’d give you some huge pictures to remember it all by.
All photos by Asad Butt
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Artist’s lecture
Friday, Oct. 1 at 7 p.m.
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
Reception Follows
Museum hours:
Tuesday-Saturday: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
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Classified Advertising
Help Wanted
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Kodak Spring Break 2000 Trips
HIGHEST COMMISSION - LOWEST PRICES
NO COST TO YOU
Travel FREE including food, drink & non-stop
parties!!!
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
1999 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNERS "TOP
PRODUCER"

Our rates are $3 per inch for on
campus purchasers, and $6 an inch
for those who are off campus.
Call 795-7494 today to place your
ad, or send us an email at:
thebatesstudent@bates.edu.
If you want to mail us something,
the address is:
The Bates Student
309 Bates College
Lewiston ME, 04240

&
MTV'S CHOICE
(Spring Break Cancun Party Program)

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!

1-800-222-4432

Students $375/$575 weekly processing/
assembling medical I.D. cards from your home.
Experience unecessary... we train you!

FREE BABY BOOM BOX

Call MediCard 1-541-386-5920, ext. 300.

+
EARN $1200
Fundraiser for student groups & organizations.

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak "2000." ALL

Earn up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call for info or

destinations offered.

visit our website.

Trip Participants, Student Orgs + Campus Sales

Qualified callers receive a FREE Baby Boom Box

Reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels + prices.

1-800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext. 125

For reservations or Rep registration

www.ocmconcepts.com

Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

Attention Web Freelancers

For sale

Put your creativity to work! An e-card company
needs your ideas. Earn

Free futon Frame

$5-50 per card accepted. NO LIMIT. Start

Call Susan

immediately. Interested? Email

755-4167 (days)

your resume to recruiter@ATDinc.net

777-1876 (evenings!
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Batesies share hot picks for weekend
fortunately it’s reservation only so if you
haven’t already made them, you might be out
of luck). Allyson concedes that there’s not
much to do in Lewiston, so she suggests
heading to the coast- Old Port on Portland’s
waterfront, Popham Beach, or Bailey
Island...Rebecca Hakala ’02 suggests that
students bring mom and dad to the Modern
Dance Company’s performance and the a
capella concert on Friday night...Matt
Twiest ’00 and Valerie Weagle ’00 advise
families to stay away from local restaurants
and avoid the “eight hour wait." They do
recommend catching a few of the sporting
events on campus and then at night, check¬
ing out the many parties as students welcome
back recent alums...Jay Surdukowski ’02
encourages parents to experience Commons
food but if they want to venture out for a real
taste of Lewiston, he recommends Luiggi’s
Pizzeria on Sabattus Street (conveniently,

By JENNIFER GIB LIN
Features Editor
SUSAN LYDON
Staff Writer
Now that your parents are coming to visit
this weekend, what are you goingto do with
them? Help mom do your laundry while dad
vacuums the dust bunnies from your room?
Maybe, but if you’re looking for a little more
excitement, read on. We got the dirt on the
swankiest restaurants, the finest on-cam¬
pus events, and of course, some fabulous
local destinations and activities, so you
won’t have to “Celebrate Bates” all week¬
end.
Allyson Kelley ’00 will be taking her
parents to The Sedgley Place in Greene for
dining with a country inn atmosphere (un-

LEX
BLAKE, WHERE HAVE

next to the Goose). The patrons are bluecollar, the atmosphere is raw, and the food is
served with just the right amount of meat (a
lot). The perfect place to avoid those hour
longwaits. To satisfy your cultural appetite,
Jay recommends checking out the Xu Bing
exhibit at Olin’s Art Museum, it features in¬
stallation art, which combines traditional
forms of calligraphy with contemporary com¬
puter technology...Wit Davis ’01 thinks
Governor’s would be a fun place to take par¬
ents but if you’re looking for something more
refined, she recommends the Harraseeket
Inn in Freeport. (And while you’re in the
neighborhood, your parents can help you
stock up for winter at L.L. Bean.) For those
lookingto enjoy the fall weather, Wit suggests
heading to Thorncrag Bird Sanctuary on
Montello Street...at the Concierge desk,
workers recommend Applebees and Pat’s
Pizza, both located on Center Street in Au-

by phil fiickinger (www.l-e-x.com)
WELL, LEX,

COLLEGE IS EXPENSIVE,

hey! watch

YOU BEEN THIS WEEK?

I PECI PEP

SO LIKE ANY SELF-

THOSE HANPS,

YOU’VE BEE/V Gone.

TO GET A

RESPECTING 5TUPENT

milprep!

every night!

TOR.

WOOILP po,

X SOUGHT

EMPLOYMENT.

HAPPY 85

Graduate Professional Schools of
Public and International Affairs
School of International & Public Affairs
Columbia University

burn. They also suggest a drive along the
Maine coast to glimpse the emerging fall
colors...Chris Staecker ’00 and Matt
Frizzell ’00, besides recommending we catch
their two Deansmen appearances, suggest
parents take in a tour of Pettengill. They
might also want to enjoy the festive atmo¬
sphere over at Garcelon Field where the win¬
ning Bobcat football team will look to go 2-0.
For local dining, Chris recommends Marois
on Lisbon Street, where you can feel high
class without dressing up. Watching the
waiters suck up the crumbs from your bread
plates definitely makes this restaurant worth
the trip. If you’re in the mood for steak, Matt
suggests Mae’s Steakhouse (off Exit 12 in
Auburn). But again, make reservations if you
want to get a table. Matt also likes The
Sedgley Place and Cook’s Lobster House on
Bailey Island (you know, where they’ll take
VISA but they won’t accept American
Express)...Lenny from Commons recom¬
mends a number of local restaurants includ¬
ing Rolandeau’s on Washington Street, Au¬
burn, T.J.’s in Great Falls Plaza, Auburn, and
Korn-Haus-Keller on Lisbon Street,
Lewiston...Jen Moore ’01, a Lewiston native,
encourages families to attend the
Strangebedfellows and a capella perfor¬
mances. Because almost everyone’s parents
take him or her out to DaVinci’s, Jen sug¬
gest Luiggi’s Pizzeria for something differ¬
ent but just as tasty...And the Student staff,
what do we recommend? Sports Editor Paul
Zinn ’01 suggests cheering on the football
team as they battle Tufts Saturday afternoon.
Then celebrate a Bates victory by tackling
the gargantuan “Federal Deficit” dessert at
Governor’s...Forum Editor Christine
Hopkins ’01 suggests that provide some food
of their own- homemade cookies for all stu¬
dents in exchange for entering campus
grounds...If your in the mood for Chinese
food, Copy Editor Joanna Standley ’01 rec¬
ommends Chopsticks...For some tasty Span¬
ish food, News Editor Kate MacGowan ’01
advises parents head over to Margarita’s in
the Lewiston Mall. She too recommends the
a capella concerts...If you want to showyour
parents a scenic view of Lewiston-Auburn,
Senior News Writer Will Coughlan ’02
suggests climbing Mt. David.
If the campus activities don’t catch your
interest, southern Maine offers a diverse se¬
lection of activities- from leaf peeping to lob¬
ster eating. And if the suggestions above
don’t tempt you, there’s always Freeport.
Guaranteed to be playing host this
weekendto half the Bates population and
their credit-card wielding parents.

Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service
Georgetown University

Yo.

School of Advanced International Studies
Johns Hopkins University
Woodrow Wilson School
of Public and International Affairs
Princeton University
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
Tufts University

Please join us for an information session
Wednesday, October 6th, 7:00 p.m.
Bates College
Muskie Room at the Muskie Archives
70 Campus Avenue

Advertising
with us is cheap
and effective.
Thought you’d
like to know.
Call 795-8729
for information.
gflj*

Jstuknt
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Gourmet dishes at
‘Black Watch’ satisfy
the stomach
By SARAH SMITH &
EMILY CONTRADA
Features Columnists
Being frequent visitors to the many local
restaurants, we decided to put our eating
habits to good use. Realizing that Bates stu¬
dents are not aware of the many LewistonAuburn eateries, tasting and critiquing these
hidden treasures seemed necessary. And so
our adventure begins at The Black Watch
Restaurant and Pub,
located at 84 Court
Street in Auburn.
Upon entering the
first level of this quaint
establishment, we
were greeted by a delectable aroma that ig¬
nited quite an appetite. We were led upstairs
and seated by the window looking out onto
the streets of Auburn. The homey decor of
plaid table cloths, and country-style furniture
presented a casual elegance that rendered a
comfortable and relaxing evening. The menu
offered a moderate array of dishes and com¬
prehensive selection that would cater to
anyone’s taste buds. The beginners, as they
call them, range from Lobster Stew ($4.50/
cup) to Marinated Mushroom Salad ($4.95)
to Warm Artichoke Dip ($4.95). After much
deliberation, we both chose a cup of the Lob¬
ster Stew as a starter. Swimming in a rich
creamy broth, hearty portions of juicy lob¬
ster made this stew a new local favorite.
Faced with the breadth of entrees to
choose from such as Veal Scallopini, Chicken
with Fiery Tomato Sherry Cream, and Herb
Encrusted Salmon, all ranging between $9.95
- $19.95, the challenge of choice was be¬
stowed upon us. If you are not enticed by
these savory dishes, the vegetarian plea¬
sures, such as Israeli Cous-cous, will make
your mouth water. Our entrees of choice
were Pan Blackened Haddock in a creamy

alfredo crab sauce and the Oven Roasted
Lobster over Penne. Prior to the arrival of
our meals, we enjoyed a mixed greens salad
dressed with the house Balsamic Vinaigrette.
Each gourmet dish was appealing to the eye
and tempting to the stomach. The spicyblackened fish was set on a mound of steam¬
ing mashed potatoes, surrounded by a savory
alfredo crab sauce and accented with a
freshly steamed vegetable medley. This in¬
teresting, yet beautifully prepared dish was
in a class all its own.
The oven roasted lob¬
ster was prepared over
a bed of penne pasta in
a creamy mushroom
sauce. Being prepared
lazy-man’s style allowed for delicate enjoy¬
ment without the hassle of getting messy and
squirting my companion with the unavoid¬
able juices. This simple yet satisfying choice
made my stomach yearn for more long after
the last bite had been swallowed.
We highly suggest this charming setting
for any and all occasions (ie: Parents Week¬
end).
Our recommendation for this week:
Double fudge chocolate cake drizzled with
strawberry and chocolate sauces. YUM!
YUM!
Overall:
Service: !!!
Atmosphere:!!!!
Presentation:!!!!
Cleanliness:!!!!
Freshness:!!!!
Taste:!!!!
! = Poor
!! = OK
!!! = Very Good
!!!! = Outstanding

CD Review: Cranberries’
Bury the Hatchet

Thursday, October 7
4:30 pm
Lecture: In Dialogue with Clay: Creativity and Change in
Pottery and its Maker, Carolyn Dittes, potter and
Protestant chaplain at Boston University
Skelton Lounge, Chase Hall
7:00 pm
Presentation: “A Brand New Day” The Stuart Sisters
present a retrospectives about the civil rights
movement and the era of rock ‘n roll
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
8:00 pm
Poetry Reading: Jane Shore, author of
The Minute Hand and Eye Level
Chase Hall Lounge
Friday, October 8
9:00 am to 5:15 pm
'Psychology Violence, and Conflict Resolution:
Into the 21st Century”
Chase Hail
2:00 pm
Presentation: “A Brand New Day’
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall

GRE • LSAT • MCAT
THE
PRINCETON REVIEW
IS ADMINISTERING

FREE TESTS
BATES CAMPUS]
Take a sample test and find out where you stand without having an official score on your record.

By ALFRED CARDONE
Staff Writer
After taking a break for three years from
the strenuous schedule of touring, the Cran¬
berries have released Bury The Hatchet. It
is the fourth album produced by the Cran¬
berries in seven years and it proves to be the
best, Dolores, Noel, Mike, and Fergal have
created an album that combines new sounds
with the old.
The Cranberries themselves had a larger
role in the production of this album than they
had on any of their other albums. This gave
them a greater freedom for creativity. The
album’s music has a soft, acoustic, and posi¬
tively furious feeling. The Cranberries’ web
site, www.cranberries.com, states that “Love,
life, and new beginnings form a rich vein of
emotion and mood through the 13 original
tracks that comprise Bury the Hatchet."

Songs such as “Promises” and “Just my
Imagination” can be heard once and have to
be heard a hundred times more after that.
According to Fergal “Every song is a stoiy, a
memory, a picture.”
The Cranberries first came to the music
buisness in 1993 with the album Everyone
Else is Doing It, So Why Can’t We? and
climbed up the music charts with singles
such as “Linger” and “Dreams.” They fol¬
lowed up with No Need To Argue that, pro¬
duced the hit singles “Ode to My Family” and
“Zombie.” The last album before Bury the
Hatchet was To The Faithfully Departed
and then the Cranberries left the music busi¬
ness to rest from touring.
Bury the Hatchet is the best album made
by the Cranberries and I feel it is one of the
best albums out today. It is in stores now
and I highly recommend that you buy this
album.
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MCAT: Sat., October 9 9:00am - 3:00pm Hathorn Hall, Room 105
LSAT: Sat., October 9 9:30am - 1:00pm Hathorn Hall, Room 104
GRE: Sat., October 9 10:00am - 1:30pm Hathorn Hall, Room 108
Call today to reserve a spot for one of our FREE tests.

(800)
!;r™T0N www.review.com
2-REVIEW
Rbvibw
THE

SAT., OCT. 9tlh

Hi Mom. Buy a Suscription.
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Question on the Quad

♦ The Bates Student ♦ October

1,1999

Question on the Quad
If Jesus came to Commons, where would he sit?

“The middle room, ‘cause that’s

“The big room because that’s where all

where the freaks sit.”

the sinners eat.”

“Jesus would be a table slut”

Blaine Hudson ’00
Meg Nakamura ’02
David Nesbit ’02

Leah Clark ’02

Reported by Craig Teicher • Photos by Craig Teicher

Craig, our wonderful Q on the Q guy is retiring, so we need someone else. Maybe even you.
Call Matt Epstein at 795-7454, or email him at mepstein for info.

Crossword!!!!

1

2

12

Answers to last week:
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ACROSS
1 Flaw
4 Plebe
9 Cap
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13 Odor
T4 S.E state (abbr.)
15 Household (Literary)
17 Beetle
19 Happening
21 _ Carson
22 Wise
24 Help
26 Tableland
29 Utilizers
31 The Raven (Poet)
33 Green
34 Indefinite pronoun
35 Price
37 Tree
39 Eastern state (abbr.)
40 Number
42 Water barrier
44 Pro
46 Great lake
48 Rove

50 Concern
51 Against
53 Jury
55 Beautiful view
58 Medicine for cuts
61 Var. of-al (suf.)
62 Hanging rope
64 Watch
65 Pig pen
66 Angi-knock fluid
67 Auricle
DOWN
1 Mother (slang)
2 Form of be
3 Back out
4 Close in
5 Stadium
6 Perform
7 Uncle (Prov. Eng.)
8 State
9 Former
10 Indicating ileum (comb, form)
11 Daughters of the American Revolution (abbr.)
16 Veer
18 Goal

20 Edge
22 Group of rooms
23 Flower
25 Male deer
27 Flavor
28 Knowledgeable
30 Unhappy
32 Fairy
36 Sack
38 Clubbed
41 Pleasantly
43 Chart
45 Luggage
47 Age
49 Flower
52 Number
54 Carol
55 Relative (slang)
56 Feline
57 Bed
59 Edu. Group (abbr.)
60 Ever (Poetic)
63 Exclamation
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Sports
Defense keys Men’s Rugby in opener
By PAUL ZINN
Sports Editor
The men’s rugby team had a stellar
start to its season, defeating Plymouth
St. 24-0 last Saturday in Lewiston. The
week did not come without loss, as Chris
Morria is out for the season. The Bob¬
cats, now 1-0, will host the University
of Maine at Farmington during
Saturday’s Parents Weekend and Back
to Bates Weekend festivities.
Jeff McKown commented, “On the
whole, we played hard the whole game
and our fitness was good. In order to
be successful in the future we have to
cut out the penalties.”
The Bobcats were dominant last Sat¬
urday, despite taking many penalties,
too many in fact, according to many of
the players. However, they had a good
enough defense to sustain the advantage
that Plymouth St. got from the penalties.
One of the keys for the rest of the sea¬
son will be to avoid penalties, especially
if this team wants to qualify for
postseason. The other key will be de¬
fense, and the Bobcats certainly showed
a lot of that last weekend. Also, Bates
will need someone to step up into the

role that Chris Morris played. Expect
one of the B team players to play a huge
roll. As Chris Hurld put it, “It hurts to
lose someone with Chris’s experience
and instincts. But we have other tal¬
ented players who will be able to step
up.”

"It hurts to lose someone with
Chris's experience and instincts.
But we have other talented
players who will be able to step
up."

- Chris Hurld
Hurld would score the first Try for
Bates,when he dove on a loose ball in
the Try-zone that resulted from Jeff
McKown pressuring the Plymouth St.
scrum half into a bad pass. Tom Rollins
then made a tough angles kick to give
the team a 7-0 lead. Nate Michelsen
added the second Try, on a pass from
Chris Morris. Rollins this time missed

a tough angled kick, leaving the score
at 12-0.
Eric Potter scored the third Try when
he caught a lineout, and the forward
drove the ball 15 meters for the score.
This made it 17-0, and the Bobcats put
the capper on a great day when they
drew the Plymouth St. defense into the
center of the field and then swung it out
wide to Tom Rollins for the Try. He
capatilized on the kick, making it 24-0.
That was the final, making the team 1-0
on the season.
This was a very physical game. Chris
Russell also suffered a head on collision
and had to recieve stitches. He is ques¬
tionable for this weeks game against the
Beavers of UMF. The backs also did a
great job for Bates.
Here’s a possible preminition. This
team went to nationals three years ago,
and they shut out their opponents in the
first three games that season. The de¬
fense was obviously crucial to that team,
just as it has been crucial to this team
in their opening game.
UMF comes to Lewiston this week¬
end at 3:30 as Bates will attempt to im¬
prove to 2-0. Bring your parents, espe¬
cially if they want to see grown men cry!

Women’s Rugby
drops opener to
UMaine-Orono
By PAUL ZINN
Sports Editor
The women’s rugby team dropped their
season opener last Saturday, as the team
travelled up to Orono, to face the University
of Maine at Orono. It was a tough loss as the
Bobcats had just beaten Orono the weekend
before in a scrimmage. However, the B side
took revenge on Orono and won by a score
of 15-5, in a very solid performance.
The A side got shut out and lost 5-0, de¬
spite playing well, but were obviously upset
at the loss because of what-had happened
the weekend before. The game was a defen¬
sive struggle and was played to a scoreless
first half. Between halves, the same thun¬
der storm that hit at Bates shook up the mo¬
mentum of this game. It caused a 45 minute
delay, and it seemed like Orono took advan¬
tage of the difficulties that the Bobcats had
getting back into the game.
As co-captain Lauren Nichols put it, “Af¬
ter the delay it was difficult to get back into
the game and to get warmed up again. We
got frustrated when they scored, and we be¬
gan to play sloppily,” commented Nichols.
Orono was able to strike for a Try about
midway through the second half, when they
broke through a lineout and scored. How¬
ever, it was a questionable score, as the Bob¬
cats thought they got a hand under the ball
in the Try zone. If that was the case, it
shouldn’t have counted, and what would have
happened remains to be seen.
The Bobcats were very strong on defense,
but obviously need to pick it up on offense.
The defense was good, but the tackling was
not as good, and that is being cited as one of
the keys to this weekend’s showdown with
Colby.
The B side did extract revenge though,
playing very well’as a team and winning 155.
The CBB opener for the women’s rugby
team commences this weekend at 3 p.m. The
Bobcats will look to rebound and take the
early advantage in CBB competition.

IM first-year volleyball

The offense racked up 24 points against Plymouth St._

Waterpolo, the team no one knows about
By MIKE JENSEN
Staff Writer
The Bates coed waterpolo club might be one
of the strongest teams at Bates about which
people know the least. Historically the Bobcats
have been one of New England’s perennial pow¬
erhouses. Last year, Bates went 10-2 in the regu¬
lar season. The team dominated their entire con¬
ference, with their only two losses coming against
Tufts University, who they ultimately lost to in
the New England Championship tournament fi¬
nals game.
This year the team has high aspirations for
two reasons. First of all, the Bobcats return most
of their key starters, adding experience to an al¬
ready powerful attack. The starting line of cap¬
tain Ben Shaw (two time 1st team all-conference)
and teammates Tyler Barnes (2nd team all-con¬
ference), David Blaney (2nd team all-conference),
Steve Imig, AndrewO’Donnell, Raul Mignone, and

Mark Douthat (1st team all-conference), consists
entirely of veteran upperclassmen who have
practiced and competed together for over ayear
now The addition of freshman Tim Kirkman has
also helped Bates ’ all-around game by addingfirepower to the starting lineup.
Secondly Tufts, which was Bates’ closest com¬
petitor last season, has been expelled from the
North Atlantic Water Polo Association for break¬
ing several league violations. With an experi¬
enced core of starters alongwith the league giv¬
ing the Jumbos the boot, Bates has the opportu¬
nity to dominate the New England field and earn
a berth in the National Championships, which
will be held at the University of Arizona this year.
The top two teams in New Engand go on to this
meet, almost ensuringBates a slot. “The team is
working harder this year than in years past. We
want to step up the level of play so that we can
rocket Bates waterpolo into the new millennium,”
commented senior Paul Mignone on the team’s

Asad Butt piioto
expectations.
In fact, the team is so deep and talented, that
there is talk of Bates winning the Division-DI
national championships this year. This spring
the Bobcats will field its first-ever women’s team.
“The women’s team has tremendous potential
and may very well be the best Division-IH team
in the country” said captain Ben Shaw
The team consists of 31 players (16 men and
15 women), around half of whom are freshmen.
With the loss of Jeff Weintraub to JSA, the team
has been in search of a new goalkeeper, lb fill
this void, sophomore Goat Wallaert and fresh¬
man Colin Allen have been sharing time in the
net. To add to the team’s success, the addition of
first-years Maggie Parker, Robin Perkins, Megan
Ferrari, Cate Murray, Travis Cooke, and Jill
Kopicki have solidified Bates’ attack. “The dif¬
ference between this year’s team and last year’s
team is depth. We are now able to dominate in
the second half of games when other smaller
teams may become tired,” said Imig.
So far this season, the team has competed in
one tournament. In this tournament, Bates faced

1. (tie) Clason Nosalcs
1. The Raw Dawgs
I. Joe’s Hoes
1. The Virus
5. (tie) The Tiggers
6. Who’s Your Daddy?
7. (tie) Killer Kumquats from Hell
7. Mixin’ it up
7. Lauren’s Team
10. (tie) Parker Pos se
10. Middlers
10. DHM’s

off against four schools: Colby, Bowdoin, Con¬
necticut College, and WPI. The team ultimately
took three out of the four games, with their only
loss coming to Bowdoin. After competing until
half-time, Bates eventually called off the game
due to the overly aggressive illegal style of play
of Bowdoin, which resulted in senior Marin Magat
getting elbowed in the eye. Bates won ah the
rest of their games, albeit suffering a scare
against Colby The game went into two overtimes
before Bates came away with a 26-25 victory.
The Bobcats’ next tournament comes this
weekend at Bowdoin where the team will
take on Bowdoin, Colby, Connecticut College,
and URL Bates’ only home tournament this
year will be held on October 16th and 17th,
when the team hosts this year’s New England
Championship tournament.
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Volleyball flying sky high
ByPAULZINN
Sports Editor
The volleyball team is continuing to make a
statement in a big way by just dominating the
competition. The top three teams in the NESCAC
go to NCAA Championships, and the Bobcats are
setting themselves up in a big way to be right
there. The team was #3 in New England going
into last weekend, but with their performance at
the M.I.T Invitational, they moved up to #2 in the
region. The Bobcats took four of five matches at
M.I.T. before going to Brunswick and defeating
Bowdoin on Wednesday night.
On Friday night the ‘Cats, rallied from an 8-1
game one deficit to win the opening game 15-13
against #8 Tufts. They then hung on 17-15 in
game two against the Jumbos before winning 155 in the final game. During the match, Amanda
Colby registered 13 kills, 12 digs, and five blocks.
Lauren Feimessey also had 12 kills and 11 digs.
The Bobcats then rolled in their next match
against Western Connecticut St., winning the
match in three games. The match was highligted
by Amanda Colby’s 11 kills and setter Kate
Hagstrom’s 26 assists and three aces. Colby and
Hagstrom were each named to the All-Toumament Team for the second tourney in a row
Colby was also named NESCAC Player of the
Week. She is puttingup some pretty unbelievabe
numbers thus far this season. The senior tricaptain has 65 kills, 4.33 per game. She also has
a hitting percentage of .374, with just 16 errors
in 131 attempts. Colby also leads the NESCAC in
kills per game with 3.67.
According to Head Coach Tim Byram, both
shoud be candidates for NESCAC Player of the
Year. Hagstrom has continued to struggle with
shoulder and ankle problems, but she is a true
competition according to Byram, and has con¬
tinued to play well. On Colby, Byram said, “This
year she has committed to improving her block¬
ing and defense, which has made her a much
stronger all-around player.”
The Bobcats then moved on to face WCSU’s
eastern counterpart. Eastern Connecticut St.
Bates again won in straight sets. The only close
game was the second one where the Bobcats won
15-11.
The big match at the M.I.T. Invitational was
the semifinal against Springfield, who was ranked
#2 in N.E. The Bobcas had beaten them just

once in their history, that win coming last year at
the Bates Invitational. The team beat Springfield badly, winning 15-5,15-10, and 15-7. This
was a huge win because it was the one that put
Bates into the top two in the region.
Byram said, “The Springfield match was big
for us. They were ranked 2nd in New England.
We were able to go into the match ready physi¬
cally because we had been winning3-0. The team
has also become stronger in getting prepared
mentallyformatches. Wewantedtomakeaquick
push for an early lead, wliich we did. Our ser¬
vice recieving was excellent. Kate Hagstrom was
able to consistently get the hitter into one on one
situations. This match was the most consistent
match we have played all year. We made very
few errors, which kept the pressure on Springfield.”
In the championship, the Bates went up
against the #1 team in New England, Wellesley
The ‘Cats dropped a three game decision, but
came close in the final game, losing 16-14.
That record became 11-3 in Brunswick on
Wednesday night, when Bates beat up on the
Polar Bears, defeating them in three sets. The
Bobcats went on a 12-3 run in game one that
sparked a 15-7 win, behind the good net play of
Colby. In game two, Amanda Webb helped the
team to a 9-0 lead, before Bowdoin rallied to cut
the lead to 11-5. The Bobcats quickly responed,
servingout,foral5-5win. Game three was a set
of spurts with Bowdoin jumping out to a 4-0 lead,
before Bates scored seven straight points.
Bowdoin scored the next four, and then added
some to take a 13-10 lead before Bates coach Tim
Byram called a timeout to settle the troops.
The Bobcats scored the next five and won
15-13. Along with the win comes the CBB
Championship.
Now the team comes home for a huge
weekend, hosting the Bates Invitational on
Parents and Back to Bates Weekend. The
Bobcats will need another stellar performace
in order to maintain their high ranking in
New England. The action gets under way
today at 4:30 and continues tomorrow at 9
a.m. at Alumni Gymnasium. The Bobcats
open with Maine-Machias at 4:30 and if they
win, will get the Middlebury-Bridgewater St.
winner at 8:30 p.m. Middlebury won the
NESCAC Tournament last year, so there is a
potentially big second round match looming.

Field Hockey
continued from page 20
play with respect to field position and shots on
goal. However, it was not until the end of the first
half that all. of the hard work came to fruition, as
Ginny Hurley scored on an assist from Sarah
Weatherbee with 4:02 remaining. Bates didn’t
hesitate to add to the initial tally, striking again
only thirty seconds later, serving to demoralize
the Trinity squad prior to halftime. This time it
was Julia Price, scoring unassisted through a
host of Bantam defenders.
In the second half, first-year, Johie Farrar
added an insurance tally, with the help of a cross¬
ing pass from senior Kate Orelanna And with
Peggy Ficks in goal, the three-goal lead would be
enough for the junior standout, as she went on to
pick up the ninth shutout of her career. Ficks
made seven saves on the day,, and even saved a
penalty stroke early on in the contest.
Fhrrar had this to say about the game: “Peggy
was awesome. We played really well as a team,
and we were able to get the ball on the right side
of the field. We’re starting to become more confi¬
dent now”
Against Keene State the next day, the Bob¬
cats would be faced with another test of charac¬
ter: to see how they would respond against yet
another formidable opponent. Early on, the Bates
squad showed their knack for finding the goal as
less than five minutes into the game, Johie Fhrrar
blasted a Leslie Moser pass by the Keene State

The Bobcat offense took charge this week.

Women’s CC up to #7 in New England

goalie. She would add another goal early on in
the second half off a wonderful feed from sopho¬
more, Abby Lenhart, giving Ficks all that she
needed to fend off the Owl attack, which was
strengthened by a Bates yellow card late in the
first half.
And so, a Bates team that was hurt emotion¬
ally by two close losses the previous week, did
better than pass the test this week, getting two
shututs over quality opposition in the process.
Head coach, Wynn Hohlt was quite pleased with
the weekend: ‘ We had a week off aft er the devas¬
tating loss to Middlebury, and we were able to
work on things. On Sunday, there was no emo¬
tional or physical letdown.”
On Thursday the team travelled to Gordon
and won 2-1. In the opening half, Ginny Hurley
took the ball the length of the field and passed it
to Johie Fhrrar, who put it away Gordon tied the
game with less than 11 minutes to play, when
Michelle Benbow scored. However the Bates
would respond when Julia Price found Kara
Conceison for a goal with less than five minutes
left. Ficks made seven saves and got the win.
Next, Hohlt’s team faces Tufts, this weekend,
at home. And if the week’s hiatus was a time for
decision-making for the Bobcats, it is painfully
obvious that they have decided to use their early
season losses as fuel for what appears to be a
very promising season.
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Men’s Tennis
continued from page 19

ByPAULZINN
Sports Editor
The women’s cross country team had another
stellar weekend, and appears so far to be well on
their way to achieving their preseason goal of a
top 10 finish in New England. Head coach
Carolyn Court said that the things would be very
apparent by the end of September on where this
was. With September now over, it appears to be
clear that they are on their way to a very suc¬
cessful season. The New England Polls came out
on Monday and the Bobcats were sitting at seven.
Middlebury and Williamsare on top of the poll.
Last weekend, the Bobcats took fourth place
out of 17 teams at the Codfish Invitational, hosted
by Tufts. Bates was paced by two first-years,
Abby Anthony and Leah Drew, both of who
achieved lifetime bests. Anthony had a time of
19:17, givingher a sixth place finish overall. Drew
finished 20th with atime of 20:01 and was closely
followed by Katie Parker, who finished 23rd, with
a time of 20:06.
The Bobcats finished behind Brandeis,
Amherst, and Tufts. Brandeis and Amherst are
both nationally ranked, and Brandeis is three in
New England,whileAmherstis four. Tufts is just
ahead of the Bobcats, sitting at number six. The
‘Cats finished 17 points behind Tufts in the Cod¬
fish Invitational Bates tied with UMass Lowell
for fourth, and UMass Lowell is a Division D
school. The winner of the race was Debbie Won
from M.I.T., who had a time of 18:34. She was
followed by Cindy Manning, Emily Lobsenz,
Jamie Gleason, and Heather Davidson, before
Anthony finished in sixth.

“This has been our most successful season
ever in racing in packs. The team has tremen¬
dous depth and a very short minute is separat¬
ing our top six runners,” commented Court.
The Bobcats fourth and fifth runners were
Kate Kenoyer and Jess Young. Kenoyer finished
in 32nd with a time of 20:30 and tri-captain Jess
Young finished the scoring for Bates, coming in
53rd, with a time of 20:59. Kirsten Tilney and
Ellen Humphrey also had good finishes, with both
finishing in the top seven for the Bobcats for the
first time this season. They both did a good job
running together, as they finished in 63rd and
64th place respectively, just two seconds apart.
There were three more first-years who fin¬
ished in the next 20 seconds for the team - Eliza¬
beth Wallace, Leigh Johnson, and Erin Cahill.
This really shows the depth of this team, which
was one of their preseason strengths.
This team has really come together, which has
enabled them to aJready.be in the top ten in New
England. If they continue to perform at this level,
they should stand in the top 10 at the end of the
season, if not better. They didn’t beat a NESCAC
team last weekend, but they still had a very good
finish, and the three teams that were ahead of
them were all very good.
Selected runners on the team will next com¬
pete in the Mount Holyoke Invitational, which
takes place on Friday at 4 p.m. The course is
just a mile from campus, and the team will com¬
pete against seven other teams.
On the future, Court added, “We are typically
a team that comes on strong toward the end of
the season. There has been little pressure put
on the individuals of the team thus far. The state

meet will be the first time the team will feel the
pressure to take some risks and go for their best
performances thus far this season, and for many
lifetime bests.”

Summer camp
continued from page 18
the playoff schedule and fathers who w'ould drive
home early from a vacation to play against a
league foe. I observed a lawyer being ejected for
arguing with a referee and brothers come to
blows over a hard foul. It became apparent that
these men were driven to such absurd lengths
by something deeper than a league champion¬
ship. These men were playing for pride. Age
may have stripped them of certain skills but these
men were out to prove that they could still play
the game they loved. Each week provided an
opportunity to rekindle their competitive spirits
and rejive past basketball memories.
I had always assumed that after college my
competitive basketball days would be over. Play¬
ing professionally over seas would be a long shot
at best and the NBA never responded to my sug¬
gestion of adding a designated free throw
shooter to the league. However, the
Cederdale men’s league demonstrated that I
would never have to abandon my competi¬
tive fire, my determination or my love of bas¬
ketball. In a few short years one of my bas¬
ketball careers will come to an end, but an¬
other will just be starting.

but he went down in the second round, after a
first round bye, to eventual champion Craig
Schwartz of Dowling. Schwartz knocked off the
Bobcat 6-4,7-5, breaking serve once in each set.
Greg Norton faired better, reaching the semi¬
finals. In the first round, Norton put the old double
donut on Tyler Burt of Cabrini, before losmgjust
two games to Leno Laser of Queens College.
Norton met his match in the semi’s though, los¬
ing?^ in the third set to Brian Roland of Towson
St. However, he was able to come back from 5-2
down in the second set to send it to the decider.
This was Norton’s first singles loss of the fall, but
it was nonetheless, a good tournament for the
junior.
First-year Brett Carty lost his first round
singes match, but he then showed promise, re¬
bounding to win the consolation flight.
Carlson and Danforth came up huge in this
tournament, and really showed something. The
Bobcats followed a strong first tournament with
another good performance. As Gastonguay put
it, “Our performance in ECAC’s without our top
player was definitely a confidence builder. Ev¬
ery individual on the team played with tremen¬
dous heart. ” Now comes the Rolex Tournament,
which will feature the toughest competition of the
fall season for the team. It will be another strong
test for the Bobcats, before returning home to
face some New England opponents in the Bates
Invitational.
Carlson added, “There were a lot of
tough teams there, and I think our results
show how well we are playing right now and
what kind of opportunity lies ahead of us for
the rest of the year.”
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Crazy three
weeks for N.F.L.

O’ Malley continues to fulfill expectations
By PAUL ZINN
Sports Editor
Expectations are brutal. They really are.
College Basketball fans will remember what
they did to Felipe Lopez of St. John’s a few
years ago. The guy was viewed as the sec¬
ond coming of Michael Jordan and was put
on the cover of Sports Illustrated. He didn’t
even set the expectations for himself. The
media set them for him. They were expecta¬
tions that he never lived up to. Players get
built up all the time for many different rea¬
sons in sports these days. Whether it’s be¬
cause of their performance or because of the
media, it happens, and these athletes have
to deal with it.
Now this relates to Bates. It really does,
and some may view this as a ridiculous com¬
parison. It’s really not because Kate O’
Malley set huge expectations for herself
when she had a great first-season for the
Bobcat Women’s Soccer team. S.I. didn’t set
the expectations and neither did the media,
but they were still there, and she still had to
try to live up to them. O’ Malley, who is from
Deephaven, Minnesota, set a single season
record with 18 goals her first-year, in help¬
ing the team to a regional final finish, one of
the best finishes a team has ever had at this
school. She was an all-american that year.
Yup, that’s a pretty tough act to follow up for
the last three years of a college career. The
senior co-captain has done the job though,
living up to the expectations she set for her¬
self, which is a pretty rare thing in sports
these days.
O’ Malley commented, “It’s been really
difficult because I became the person that
was marked by the best player on oppsoing
teams. It’s an honor, but it’s also hard. My
first-year was a great experience but it’s
been hard to compare it to other seasons
because I’ve changed, the team has changed,
the goals of the team have changed, and the

style of play we’ve had has changed. When
it’s all said and done, I’m playing for myself
and playing for the love of the game. I’m not
playing to achieve past or personal records.”
She has led the Bobcats to stellar finishes
the last two seasons and was an all-american
again her sophomore year, before struggling
through a junior season with an ankle injury
but still playing a big roll. An injury which
O’ Malley says was a big mental block be¬
cause she had never been seriously injured
before. This year, the senior co-captain,
hopes to lead the Bobcats back to the NCAA
Championships, while breaking a host of
records, and setting some very historic
marks. She has already become just the sec¬
ond player in Bates Women’s Soccer history
to obtain 100 points, in the Middlebury game,
which was a very big early season road win
for the team. She is now only 9 points short
of topping that list and is only six goals short
of becoming the all-time leading scorer.
These records are all very achievable and
would end what has been a great career in
tremendous fashion.
Becoming the all-time leading scorer is
something she tries not to think about. As
she put it, “It’s more important to me how I
play, rather than the statistical numbers I put
up. If I focus too much on scoring, it’s going
to negate how I feel as a player.” She be¬
lieves that some of her best games have come
when she hasn’t put up huge numbers, but
has played well and with a lot of heart, leav¬
ing everything on the field, an attitude that
has certainly helped her live up to the ex¬
pectations.
Judging by this attitude, a trip to the
NCAA Tournament would probably mean a
lot more to the senior than breaking any
records. After all, O’ Malley claims that she
did not even know she had obtained the 100
point mark until she was back on campus
and was told. After her outstanding first sea¬
son, the team dropped a heart breaker to

Colby in overtime in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament two years ago. Then last
year, a mediocre season turned into a suc¬
cessful one when the team won the ECAC
Tournament. Three postseason finishes is
very impressive, but a run deep into the
NCAA’s this year would certainly be a great
finish to an outstanding career. This is some¬
thing O’ Malley views as a team oriented goal.
It is also something the Bobcats are hav¬
ing to do without Colleen McCrave, Who was
a huge part of the offense last year. This puts
more of the burden on O’ Malley to have an
even better season. When asked if her role
was tougher she said, “It becomes tougher
because CoCo was more than a forward. She
was a captain, a friend, and a leader. It is
tough to lose someone who is that central to
the team.” This combined with a young team
have made things difficult. There are only
four seniors, and they all have to take on
extra because they need to help out the eight
first-years who are starting.
As you can see, the pressure has certainly
become great over O’ Malley’s four years at
the school, but each time she has answered
the challenge by continuing to play well, lead
this team, and put up very solid numbers. It
certainly can’t get much higher than it did,
when she had a tremendous first season.
Look at the part of the Bates website that is
dedicated to the women’s soccer team. It
certainly shows that O’ Malley lived up to the
expectations her sophomore year, and her
junior year. And then there are the games
that she didn’t put up great numbers in,
which are few and far between. According
to her, these are her best games. Now every¬
thing has come to a climax, with the loss of
McCrave and a young team that O’ Malley is
a huge part of. The next two months will tell
whether she will help the team live up to the
expectations once again, and set new
heights, but if past performance is any indi¬
cation she has nothing to worry about.
I,
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j
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Women’s Tennis beats Conn. College, loses to M.I.T.
By SEAN DOHERTY
Staff Writer
Women’s tennis started the season off
with some seesaw results, losing to
Middlebury 9-0, but rallying back to crush
USM by the same score. So this past week¬
end John Illig’s team played home to two
teams that were sure to make for hotly-con¬
tested battles.
On Saturday the 25th Connecticut College
arrived at the Merrill
courts looking to
Bates
5
sneak in a win. After
all, wouldn’t it be ter¬
Conn. Coll. 4
rible to have to drive
all the way up to
Lewiston to LOSE? The Bobcats thought so,
and they looked to make the Camels’ return
trip as uncomfortable as possible.
First up were doubles. The #1 tandem of
Suzanne Daly and Jenn Russo faced tough
competition against
Conn College's top
M.I.T
5
duo, falling 8-2. At
Bates
4
#2, senior co-captian
Janice
Michaels
paired with sophomore Catherine Murray
and evened the score with an 8-4 win. The
young #3 pairing of Mary Dorman and

Football Predictions:
Nick Bournakel: The confident ‘Cats will con¬
tinue their week one success, sending the
Jumbos back to Medford crying for their bag
of peanuts, and wondering where their of¬
fense is. Once again, Bates will win it with
defense.
BATES 17, TUFTS 13
Mike Jensen: The Bates defense will hold its
opponent under 10 points for the second

Talbott Randall came close, but fell 8-4 to
Conn’s third pair. Conn was up 2-1 after the
doubles. Bates needed to win four of the six
remaining singles matches to come up with
a win.
At #1 singles, Daly lost in straight sets to
Conn’s highly-ranked player. Meanwhile on
the adjacent court Russo played outstand¬
ing tennis to defeat her opponent 6-4, 6-2.
Dorman played well to defeat her opponent
in straight sets, 6-3, 6-2. The score stood 33. Bates needed two matches of the remain¬
ing three. Tension was rising, fingernails
were bit.
At #6 singles, Randall faced a tough op¬
ponent and went down in three sets after
winning the first convincingly, 6-1, 3-6, 0-6.
Conn needed one more match for the win.
At #4 singles, Crystal Arpei ’01 fell be¬
hind in the first set 4-1. Conn watched the
match with baited breath, rooting for their
teammate to finish her off. But Arpei dug
deep and rallied to win the first set in a
tiebreaker, 7-6. After that it was mere for¬
mality as Arpei took the next set 6-2.
The match was evened and the pressure
was on Michaels at #5 singles. She played
great tennis in the first set and cruised 6-1.
The Conn players were dismayed and started
packing their gear, with visions of a silent

bus ride all the way back to New London, CT.
But somehow Conn’s #5 found the motiva¬
tion and evened the score by taking the sec¬
ond set 6-4. What’s this?
But Michaels showed her composure and
played a great third set to send thei Camels
packing. 6-1, 4-6, 6-3 for Michaels, 5-4 for
Bates. Sorry Conn College, enjoy the ride!
To quote Harry S. Truman, “there is no more
exhilarating feeling than being shot at with¬
out result.”
The Bobcats had an evening to relax and
revel in victory before they took to the courts
the following day against M.I.T. It seemed
like deja vu as Bates lost two of the three
doubles, Dorman and Randall picking up a
point at #3. The same situation applied, and
Bates needed to win four of the remaining
six matches for a win. Randall, Michaels,
and Arpei played very well at #6, #5, and
#4 respectively, but M.I.T’s top three were
too strong as they won those spots and the
match 5-4.
Bates’ record stands at 2-2 and with the
experience gained through these two close
confrontations their future opponents have
much to fear. The next match is away at
Colby on October 5th. The outlook is good,
but as Illig says, “It would be nice to take 2
of the 3 doubles to start the match.”

week in a row, and come out victorious off a
pair of field goals.
Bates 13, Tufts 10
Matt Meyers: In their opening win against
Hamilton, Tufts racked up Nintendo like
numbers against a porous Hamilton defense.
Unfortunately for Tufts, Hubbard, Gray, and
Co. are a lot better. Look for Couls and the
Gang to really get things cooking on offense
in front of the parents and alums. Bates in a
squeaker.
Bates 53, Tufts 5

Andy Stanton: Was last week a fluke? For¬
get about it! Ryan Jarvis breaks out and the
defense remains scary.
Bates 16, Tufts 13
Dave Richter: Patty Collins returns an inter¬
ception for six and that is the difference.
Bates 17, Tufts 16
Paul Zinn: Well, last week I was proved very,
very wrong, something I took a considerable
amount of crap for. And you know what, I
deserved every last bit of it and probably
more. This puts me in a tough situation for
this week. If I pick the Bobcats to win and
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By MATT MEYERS
Sports Columnist
I realize that in the last two weeks there have
been 1,000 articles about how crazy the NFL has
been this season. It is time for 1,001.
I have one question in regard to this NFL sea¬
son up to this point. What the hell is going on???
Fbr starters, let us examine the standings. There
are six undefeated teams remainingin the league.
While some of these teams (New England, Mi¬
ami and Dallas) are not big surprises, two of the
undefeated teams are the St. Louis Rams and
Tennessee Titans!
The Rams are quarterbacked by some guy
named Kurt Warner. When I saw that name I
thought of the former running back named Curt
Warner who enjoyed some success in the late
1980’s and who is one of the best running backs
in Nintendo’s Super Tecmo Bowl. But no, this is
a quarterback who used to play in the Arena
League or the World League (possibly both) and
who has lit up opposing defense with reckless
abandon. The Titans are not as surprising be¬
cause they have been an up and coming team
since about 1987. What is most surprising is that
they defeated AFC Super Bowl favorite Jackson¬
ville this past weekend. And what is more sur¬
prising about that game is that Neil O’ Donnell,
who has been cast-off by just about every other
NFL team, started in place of injured Steve
McNair and played a superb game.
On the opposite end of the spectrum are the
four teams that played for the AFC and NFC
championships who are a combined 1-11. Obvi¬
ously Denver has an excuse for being 0-3 because
of John Elway’s retirement. The rest of the team
is the same and Brian Griese has been a solid
successor, but there is a certain swagger you have
when John Elway is your QB and they just don’t
have the same attitude. Although when healthy
they are still a good team, Atlanta really just had
a special year last year where everything went
there way Novy they have to deal with the inju¬
ries of Jamal Anderson and Chris Chandler.
Chandler has played as many full seasons in the
NFL as I have, zero. He has never gone through
a full season without an injury so this is no surprise.
Time for Steve Deberg to pull his Larry
Holmes act and come out of retirement again.
Forme, the Jets are no big surprise. Being from
New York City I know that the Jets are unable to
succeed for extended periods. VirmyTestaverde’s
injury in week one in which Jimmy Hoffa reached
up from his grave under the Meadowlands turf
to tear his Vinny’s achilles tendon just goes towards proving my good friends theory that Joe
Namath sold his soul to the devil to win Super
Bowl HI and the Jets will never win again until
Broadway Joe dies. By the way, my friend is a
Jets fan.
Tire big surprise of the year is the Vikings,
Have they forgotten that there is no one on earth
that can cover Randy Moss? Even if he is cov¬
ered by eight guys at once, he can still get up
over any one them and make the catch. I won¬
der if people in Minnesota have started asking
for Jeff George?
The only predictable thingto happen thus far
is Steve Young got yet another concussion. Ihope
he retires soon before he seriously hurts him¬
self. Muhammad Ali should give him a lecture
on the downfalls of playing too long in a brutal
sport.
Based on this NFL season, through the first
three weeks, it is obvious that the apocalypse is
upon us. If Lawrence Phillips can play the entire
season without being arrested, we will know it
is.

they lose, then I’ll be the one that jinxed ev¬
erything. If I pick them to lose and they win,
then all those rumors that I was tarred and
feathered may become true. In all serious¬
ness, though, I think this game will be a de¬
fensive war, and I think it will come to down
to what defense can make the big play. I have
to go with the defense that looked dominant
last week versus the one that gave up 25
points to Hamilton. One big play by the de¬
fense, in the fourth quarter, sets up a field
goal, and the Bobcats win again.
Bates 13, Tufts 10
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Crew looks to add to varsity athleties at Bates
By ASAD BUTT

Photo Editor
The Bates College Crew Team will begin
its 1999 season a week from Saturday at the
BBCs. Expectations run high for the Bob¬
cats this year especially because this is thenfirst year as a varsity sport. After years of
trying to gain varsity status, last spring, the
faculty granted it to the crew team. How¬
ever, according to the new crew coach, Rich
Ruggieri, “going varsity was half the battle.
Now we have to compete like a varsity pro¬
gram. There’s a big difference, we have to
be perfect.” Perfection seems to be a key to
the Bobcats having a successful season and
that is what both teams are striving for.
This year, Bates has many returning row¬
ers, but its the number of novice rowers that
has this team excited. The crew team is one
of the largest sport team on campus with
nearly a hundred rowers. With the large
number of novices, the Bates crew teams can
now have something they have never had
before; depth. With depth comes more rep¬
resentation in races and more intense com¬
petition for spots in each boat. And so far,
the spots in the boats have remained unde¬
cided. Said Rick Brown, cocaptain of the
men’s team, this year “we are going to have
more competition to make boats, which

should help bring us to a new level.” The
men’s and women’s varsity team will each
be comprised of two full boats of eight mak¬
ing this fall’s varsity team the largest in its
history.
This year, coach Ruggieri has tried a new
method of coaching, different to what most
of the rowers are use to. The team has a lot
of faith in their new coach and hope that he
will help them produce the results they want.
Ruggieri stated, “the dedication [of the row¬
ers] is huge...l was impressed.” The crew
team has been training twice a day virtually
everyday for five weeks gearing up for the
BBCs. Their first race will probably be the
toughest for Bates, because they have to face
archrival and major competitor, Colby. Ever
since they became a varsity sport six years
ago, Colby Crew has been a dominant force,
not only in Nescac, but in all of New England.
Brown said, “I think we can surprise Colby
this year...We haven’t beaten them since my
freshman year. I want to set the standard
again, that we beat them every year.” Brown
is not the only one who is optimistic, coach
Ruggieri states, “they have been varsity for
6 years and we have six weeks to match it.”
The new season also brings two new crew
boats for the varsity teams. Having been a
club sport until this year, funds for new shells
were scarce, until this year, when a group of

parents bought two new shells. The two new
boats should be ready to race for the BBCs.
The team is very excited for the new boats,
seeing as they have the oldest set of boats in
NESCAC. The new boats will have tremen¬
dous positive effects for the club. According
to Ruggieri, the new boats will take minutes
off of their times in the fall. A newboat would
result in a quicker more efficient boat, ex¬
actly what the team needs to be competitive
this year. The new boats will be dedicated
this Sunday at the Boat House.
Both the crew teams look very promising
for the upcoming year. The womens team,
which has been virtually unchanged since
last year will be the favorites in most of the
races because of thier intensity and strength.
The men’s team will definitely surprise many
clubs this year with their dedication and
depth. Both teams accordingto Brown, “are
ready to have a perfect year and it’s most
fun when you do. So bring it on!”
The 1999 crew season will prove to be
one of the best to date for the team. A mix of
the teams dedication, athletic ability and
coaching will make Bates Crew one of the
top programs in the country. On the topic of
competition [[Ruggieri states that “we are not
going to wait for anyone. We’re just gonna
go!” Anything else would be a huge
dissapointment.

Summer league
not what I
expected
By BILLY HART

Staff Writer

I signed up for the Cederdale Athletic
Club’s men’s basketball league this past sum¬
mer with limited expectations. I was hoping
the league would provide me with the oppor¬
tunity to stay in shape, work on my skills and
have some fun. What I received however, was
a basketball experience beyond what I could
have imagined.
My introduction to the league came days
after the teams were formed. A slightly gray¬
ing middle aged man approached me in the
weight room and introduced himself as the
captain of the team I would be playing for. I
shook his hand and casually asked him how
the league was shaping up. To my surprise
he proceeded to dictate a scouting report of
the first team we would play. This caught
me off guard. Previous summer basketball
leagues I participated in were merely glori¬
fied pickup games. There were never scout¬
ing reports or any strategy, usually the first
person to touch the ball shot. As far as I knew
the winner of the Cederdale league received
a free T-shirt, but the zeal with which this
man described the season left me confused.
I assumed they must be impressive looking
T-shirts.
hurt my score a lot. However, I had confi¬
The night of my first game I arrived at the
dence enough in my game that I could im¬ court a few minutes before tip-off and imme¬
prove upon my front nine score, so that I diately contemplated leaving and pleading
could shoot in the 70’s.” Following the leader for my money back. Circulating throughout
was captain Nick Brunero, who shot an 83. the gym were men wearing shorts even Larry
The score was good enough for Brunero to Bird would have agreed were too short.
tye for the 20th position.
These players appeared prime for a spot on
Dan Aho finished three strokes behind a Jane Fonda workout video as they twisted
Brunero, and Dan Snow and Sam Liely were and contorted their bodies in various posi¬
one shot behind him with 87’s. Overall, Aho tions. Many players were profusely sweat¬
was tied for 28th in Maine, with Snow and
ing and I hoped that Cederdale had some kind
Liely at 33rd.
of insurance policy in case one of them did
This was a tournament where the Bob¬ not last the first half. I have never possessed
cats weren’t real close to crack the top four,
an imposing physical image, a coach once
but they had to hold off a number of oppo¬ told me that 99 percent of the people with
nents to break the top six. After the Polar bodies like mine never played sports, but in
Bears came the University of Southern Maine matching up with these guys it seemed as if I
at 339. It was a matter of four strokes that would dominate the league.
seperated the three Maine schools. Follow¬
This notion of superiority lasted until
ing the Huskies was SMTC, Thomas, UNE, about midway through the first half. While
Maine-Maritime, EMTC, Maine Fort-Kent, driving down the lane for two points I was
and Maine Presque-Isle.
maliciously clipped from behind and sent
Last weekend was an improvement for the tumbling into the bleachers behind the bas¬
Bobcats, especially with the score posted by ket. The referee signaled an intentional foul
Vensel. This is a team that knows that if they and immediately a melee you would expect
can get everyone to play well on a given day, to find only at European soccer matches en¬
they could crack the top three. Only now are sued. The player whistled for the foul got in
they beginning to show their depth.
the referee’s face and began to explain the
Now the Bobcats move on to face some ref’s shortcomings as a man, my teammates
tough competition, playing in the NESCAC accused our opponents of poor sportsman¬
Championships this Sunday and Monday. ship and it took five minutes for play to re¬
The tourney will be hosted by Williams, at sume.
Taconic Country Club in Massachusetts. If
The game evolved into a highly competi¬
the improvement is to continue this weekend, | tive contest. Many of the players had lost a
the Bobcats will no doubt need to have a stel- } step or two with age, steps they could not
lar performance from all their starters.
afford to lose in the first place, but they made
Vensel added, “We want to finish in up for their limited athletic ability with
the top five this weekend, and we will have strength and basketball savvy. They effort¬
to play more consistently if we are going to lessly executed pick-and-rolls and give-anddo that.”
goes. They made the extra pass and played
basketball the way it was intended to be
played. I would come to find out that many
of the men had played competitive college
basketball in their days and some had even
reached the professional level. What had
begun as a mere activity for physical fitness
The Men’s Cross Country team had a
had developed into a memorable basketball
stellar weekend, finishing second in the
adventure.
Williams Invitational. They also jumped to
Weekly I watched these over the hill
#16 in the national rankings. The team will
hoopster’s compete with uncanny emotion
be participating in the Babson Invitational
and intensity, risking their bodies to win
this weekend.
games. I witnessed a doctor try to tape his ankle
Unfortunately, due to some technical dif¬
to avoid missing any action. There were busi¬
ficulties, we were unable to print the article
nessmen who would arrange conferences around
that was written on the team, by Evan Ma¬
jor. The Bates Student sincerely apologizes
Please see “summer league”
for any inconvenience this may cause.

Men’s Golf breaks the six jink
ByPAULZINN
Sports Editor
The Men’s Golf team broke the #6 posi¬
tion last weekend, taking a fifth place in the
State of Maine Championships, hosted at the
Riverdale Golf Course. The Bobcats also took
a second place with their CBB opponents,
Bowdoin and Colby. Bates beat the Polar
Bears by one stroke, and was 12 behind
Colby. Finishing in first place was Husson,
as has been the case in the last two tourna¬
ments the Bobcats have played in. Husson
took first with a score of 313 and was closely

followed by the Beavers of UMF who were
five strokes behind. After the White Mules,
who shot a combined score of 323, was St.
Joe’s at 324. Then came the ‘Cats at 335,
just one stroke ahead of Bowdoin.
The fifth place finish was highlighted by
David Vensel, playing in his first tournament
of the year. The junior shot a 79, and fin¬
ished in a tie for seventh, making this his first
career top ten finish. Vensel shot a front nine
42 but then rebounded to finish with a total
off 79, just six strokes off the lead. As Vensel
put it, “I putted well on the back nine. On
the front nine, I had three, 3 puts, so that

UNDERGRADUATE STUDY ABROAD

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
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CHILE
COSTA RICA
Fall, Spring or Full Year. Scholarships Available.
Study Abroad Information Session:
Representative: Carolyn Watson

pate.
Location:
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3:00 pm

Hirawasa Lounge
For further information contact the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler University,
4600 Sunset Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46208, Tel: 800/858-0229 Fax: 317/940-9704

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
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UNIVERSITY
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Women’s soccer dominant
twice, wins once
By PAUL ZINN

Sports Editor
The women’s soccer team dropped their
home opener on Saturday to the Trinity Ban¬
tams. The Bobcats dropped the 1-0 decision
to Trinity, who acquired their first win of the
season, while the Bobcats fell to 2-2 on the
season. The team rebounded nicely, however,
in a big 4-0 win over Simmons College on the
road, Wednesday night, highlighted by a Kate
O’ Malley hat trick. Bates now stands at 3-2
going into a very big game this weekend with
the Tufts Jumbos.
The Trinity game was certainly frustrat¬
ing, as the Cats basically outplayed the Ban¬
tams, but just could
not put the ball by
Trinity
1
Trinity goalkeeper
Sarah Bradley. Bra¬
Bates
0
dley had a great af¬
ternoon, making 15
saves, for her first win of the season. Bates
outshot Trinity by a tally of 23-10, showing
just how dominate they were. The team also
had an 8-2 advantage in corner kicks.
Head Coach Jim Murphy commented,
“Soccer can be a frustrating game because
a team can outplay
another team and
Bates
4
still lose. I think we
played four very
Simmons
0
good teams in a row
and are playing
skillfully, aggressively, and intelligently. We
are working hard for 90 minutes. Although
the Trinity game was a tough loss, the play¬
ers know they played well. ”
It was one play towards the end of the first
half that would cost the team the game.
Sophomore Anna Sullivan scored after a
Bates defender got caught in the midfield, in
the 39th minute. Sullivan, who was left open,
took a nice pass from classmate Kerry Hood
and put Bates on the board. Bobcat goal¬
keeper Kim Martell had another solid per¬
formance in the effort for her third win, which
she then picked up on Wednesday night
against Simmons.

The team rebounded nicely from their
opening game loss to Wellesley, with two vic¬
tories, and one can only hope that the
Simmons win was the first of two victories
that will come after the Trinity loss, the sec¬
ond being against the Jumbos.
The team scored early and often in the
game with Simmons, in rooute to a 4-0 offen¬
sive display, Melissa Ostuni got the Bobcats
going with a goal in the 5th minute. Senior
co-captain Kate O’ Malley would pretty much
take over at this point. In the 16th minute,
she struck for the first of three, scoring off a
pass by Shannon McCumber, before Ostuni
feed her the ball in the 27th minute for the
senior’s second goal. That put the score at
3-0 at the break.
O’ Malley would score once more, in the
59th minute, from Melissa Whiting. This was
O’ Malley’s fourth career hat trick and her
14th career multi-goal game. She is now five
goals and just 8 points short of becoming the
leading point scorer and leading goal scorer
in women’s soccer history at Bates.
Kim Martell was also stellar in goal, once
again, making six saves in route in her first
career shutout. Murphy added, “She com¬
municates well with our defensive players,
and they are not hesitant to pass the ball
back to her. She has been solid in goal for
us.”
The Bobcats now head into their longest
home stand of the year, a three game stretch
in which the team will meet Babson and Gor¬
don, after Tufts. This is a good sight to a
team that has suffered key injuries and two
tough losses during the opening five games,
three of which were on the road. Co-captain
Jolene Thurston, who has been suffering
from a torn quadricep, will be available for
Saturday’s game vs. Tufts. With her back, if
the Bobcats can keep the offense going, and
continue to get good play from Kim Martell,
Parents and Back to Bates Weekend wins
over Tufts and Babson are good possibilities.
One more win over Gordon on Wednesday
would then set up a pivotal NESCAC battle
against 13th ranked Williams in Massachu¬
setts on November 8th.

Bobcat of the Week

As one might imagine, the decision was diffi¬

Jason Coulie

Asad Butt photo

By PAUL ZINN

Despite a depleted roster, the men’s
tennis team had another successful weekend,
playing in the ECAC Tournament in New Jer¬
sey. The Bobcats made the 9 hour trek down
to Trenton without Robby Ruttman and Ben
Lamanna, both unavailable, due to academic
I conflicts. This is a tournament that features
some of the toughest competition the team
will face all season. The tournament features
teams from all three divisions, and is exj tremely competitive. This didn’t deter the
‘Cats from finishing fourth out of 13 teams.
Bates lost to some very strong competi¬
Asad Butt photo
tion. The winner was Division I Towson St,
who finished with 14 points. Patriot League
member Lafayette,
also Division I, took
Bates
the second place po¬
sition, with 12. 5
4th Place
points. This is where
it got real close.
Concordia, who competes at the Division II
If the Bobcats can maintain this level of
level, achieved 11.5 points and third place.
play for the remainder of the season, thgy
Next was the Bobcats wih an impresive 11.
will be the team to bear in NESCAC. On Sat¬
The team was less than a point away from a
urday, Bates faces off against regionally topthird place finish, in a very competitive tour¬
5 ranked Tufts in front of a home crowd of
nament.
students, parents, and alumni. The team is
The highlight of the weekend was in
doubles, where senior co-captain Dave
Carlson and junior Chris Danforth won the
whole thing. Both natives of New Jersey,
Danforth, who is from nearby, and Carlson
went through the four round doubles tour¬

Men’s Soceer
continued from page 20
premier goalkeepers in New England. “I
think we have shown everyone, including
ourselves, that we can match up with any
team in New England,” commented Martin
after the game. “Basically, we torched Ply¬
mouth State like a day-old bagel.”

Beat Those Jumbos!

cult this week, with the season that our fall teams
are having. There were many deserving play¬
ers, but for the third straight week, the Bobcat,
or Bobcats I should say, of the Week will come
from a team that did something real special.
They will come from the football team. Jason
Coulie gets the call along with the entire Bobcat
defense, for their role in the 19-7 victory over
Amherst. Coulie had six receptions for 140 yards,
highlighted by a 76 yard touchdown catch from
Matt Bazirgan. The senior was also extremely
solid on special teams.
As for the defense, they were dominant in
many ways. They held Amherst to seven points,
all of which came on a 40 yard run in the second
quarter. The Bobcats forced three turnovers and
held Amherst’s recievingtandem of Matt Hall and
Derrell Wright in check. At the half, both had
combined for 33 yards recieving. They also got
to the Amherst quarterback, Peter Honig, many
times, and made him look like he didn’t know his
name on many an occasion. Everyone on the
defense made a huge impact, so much so that to
name them all would take more room than we
have for this.

Men’s Tennis continues
successful trend
Sports Editor

Kate O’Malley controlling ball against Trinity.

19

nament without losing. Carlson said, “It felt
good to win, and it was nice that it happened
at home in New Jersey where both of our
friends and families were able to come sup¬
port us. That was special.”
The recieved a first-round bye, be¬
fore knocking off Josh Bell and Matt Fish of
Towson St. 7-5, 6-2. In the semifinals, the
duo beat Mark Braustein and Josh White
from Rochestor with a score of 6-2,6-4. The
real tough match came in the finals when the
pair met up with Sergio Barbu and Fabio
Cascao. Playing on the stadium court, in
front of a home town crowd, Carlson and
Danforth won 6-4 in the third set, after split¬
ting the first two. The tandem broke their
opponents in the final game of the match to
gain the victory. It was surely a match and a
tournament that both will remember for quite
a long time.
Head Coach Paul Gastonguay added, “Not
only were they aggressive in closing in on
the net, but their shot selection was outstand¬
ing. They are really starting to come together
as a team.”
In singles, the Bobcats did not have the
same luck. This is the tournament that
Dmitri Kudrjavtsev made the semifinals in
last year, a pretty impressive performance.
Because of this result, he was the third seed,

please see men’s tennis on
page 16

Congratulations to the
Bobcats
of the
Week

Jason Coulie
The Defense

Inside Sports:
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Women’s CC is #7 in New England.
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Our first feature of the year is on
Kate O’ Malley of the women’s soccer
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Coulie, defense spark football past Amherst
By BILLY HART

Staff Writer
As the final seconds of the Bates football
opener ticked off the clock an anonymous
student could be heard screaming, “try to act
like we have done this before.”
However, reality is that Bates College
football wins are rare, and Saturday’s 19-7
win over Amherst sent shock waves through¬
out the NESCAC and Division III college foot¬
ball. The only people not caught off guard
by the victory were the members of the Bates
football team. “Although most of the cam¬
pus and the league had its doubts, the sixty
plus guys in the locker room expected vic¬
tory and nothing less,” claimed Co-captain
Frost Hubbard.
After an unprec¬
edented
twenty
Bates
19
minute delay due to
Amherst
7 lightning, the sky
cleared and Bates
quickly took com¬
mand of the game thanks to Rejean
Guerriero’s 29-yard field goal. On their next
possession the Bates offense displayed their
quick strike ability as quarterback Matt
Bazirgan hit Jason Coulie in stride for a

beautiful 76 touchdown. “It was an over un¬
der concept,” explained Coulie “if the corner
stays with the short receiver like they did on
Saturday then we have an opportunity for a
big play.”
The 10-0 lead would be all Bates needed
on this afternoon. The bobcat defense was
stifling, holding the Lord Jeffis attack to a
mere 201 yards in total offense and allowing

them to convert only one of 18 third downs.
Aside of Amherst’s Okey Oguwonali’s 39yard touchdown run the Lord Jeffs could
never seem to solve the Bobcat’s defense. Pat
Collins had a huge game with two intercep¬
tions and Jamie Sawler added 2.5 sacks, but
it was the defensive unit’s effort as a whole
that stuck out. “Our whole defense came into
the game very well prepared,” explained

Prediction:
It will be hard to replicate last weeks
performance, but I will try. Bates wins this
game on the ground and with defense. Final
score: 20-14 Bates. Now quick, get the par¬
ents off campus so we can celebrate.

Apstein powers men’s soccer in win
By MIKE JENSEN

Staff Writer
In perhaps Bates’ finest game of the sea¬
son, the surgingBobcats easily defeated New
England powerhouse Plymouth State College
by a score of 4-0. Avenging last year’s loss
to the Panthers, Bates scored five minutes
into the game and never looked back.
The first goal of
the
game
came after
Bates
4
captain Justin Wang
Plymth. St. 0
out-hustled
Ply¬
mouth State on de¬
fense and sent the ball downfield to a streak¬
ing Brian Luoma.
Luoma then proceeded
to break a tackle to
score off of a one-onone situation with the
Plymouth State goal¬
keeper. Twenty min¬
utes later, captain Ted
Martin scored off of a
rebounding ball from
the keeper’s arms af¬
ter a near miss by cap¬
tain Andy Apstein.
In the second half,
the Apstein-Martin
combo was at it again.
Apstein scored the
third goal of the game
off of a perfect feed
from Martin. However,
this was no ordinary
goal. Making it look
easy, Apstein fired a
left-footed shot in off of
the far post from be¬

Hubbard, “we played excellently as a unit.”
The victory over Amherst thrust the Bob¬
cats to the top of the NESCAC standings, but
Bate’s schedule does not get any easier as a
powerful Tufts squad (1-0) visits Garcelon
field this weekend. “We have already put this
game (Amherst) behind us and are focusing
on Tufts,” claimed head coach Mark
Harriman, “the team understands the type
of effort and concentration it takes to pre¬
pare to win a game.” Offensively Bates will
be facing a traditionally stingy Jumbo de¬
fense and will need to establish a running
attack, something they failed to muster
against Amherst. The defense will be forced
to deal with a Tufts running attack that
rushed for over 200 yards in its victory over
Hamilton. This NESCAC showdown offers
the Bobcats another opportunity to show the
league they are for real, and could provide
fans much needed practice in celebrating a
victory.

yond the 18-yard line and proceeded to crush
all of Plymouth State’s hopes in a split sec¬
ond. Personally, after watchingthe play de¬
velop from the sidelines, I turned to my good
friend Paul Zinn to ask him how he would
describe such a shot. He summed it up by
portraying it as the “sickest shot I have ever
seen." Two minutes later, Apstein nailed the
coffin shut, scoring again from outside the
box, through a wall of Panther defenders off
of a direct kick.
This game was not just won on offense,
however. To beat the tenth-ranked team in
the region, Bates’ outstanding defense set
the pace for the game and helped to make it

into the best overall played game of the sea¬
son. Leading the way was Martin, who not
only notched a couple of points, but also
helped to act as goalie, twice clearing the ball
from open-net situations. Furthermore, the
exceptional level of play of freshmen trio
Brian Luoma, Jeff Critchlow, and Mike Masi
made this game unforgettable. But ulti¬
mately, the shutout was made possible by the
superior aggressive style of play of Dan
Spector in net, who is emerging as one of the

Please see men’s soccer on
page 18

Field Hockey
back on track,
has 3-0 week
By NICK BOURNAKEL

Staff Writer
When a team faces a break in their sea¬
son, they have two choices: 1.) They can ei¬
ther allow the down time to let earlier disap¬
pointments recede into memory, or 2.) They
can use the extra time to refine the talent
that exists and return to action hungrier than
before.
In the span of a
week, the Bates field
Bates
3
hockey team went
from a young tal¬
Trinity
0
ented squad who
thought they could
win, to a confident team who clearly knew
that they could beat some of the best teams
in the region.
Following two early season disappoint¬
ments at the hands of Bowdoin and
Middlebury, Bates rebounded to outplay the
Trinity College Bantams and Keene State
College last week¬
end, evening their
season record to 2-2.
They then beat Gor¬
don on the road 2-1,
improving to 3-2. In
the game against the
Trinity Bantams,
Bates was able to
capitalize on scoring
opportunities, domi¬
nating the first half of

Please see field hockey on
page 19
The Bobcats kept the pressure on Plymouth St. all afternoon.
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